
ADVANCED NETWORK PROTOCOL

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Distributed Environment

 Learn about Standard Protocol

 Evaluate Software Flexibility

Definition/Overview:

The Internet Protocol Suite (commonly known as TCP/IP) is the set of communications

protocols used for the Internet and other similar networks. It is named from two of the most

important protocols in it: the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Internet Protocol

(IP), which were the first two networking protocols defined in this standard. Today's IP

networking represents a synthesis of several developments that began to evolve in the 1960s

and 1970s, namely the Internet and LANs (Local Area Networks), which emerged in the mid-

to late-1980s, together with the advent of the World Wide Web in the early 1990s. The

Internet Protocol Suite, like many protocol suites, may be viewed as a set of layers. Each

layer solves a set of problems involving the transmission of data, and provides a well-defined

service to the upper layer protocols based on using services from some lower layers. Upper

layers are logically closer to the user and deal with more abstract data, relying on lower layer

protocols to translate data into forms that can eventually be physically transmitted.

Key Points:

1. Distributed Environment

The Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) is a software system developed in the

early 1990s by a consortium that included Apollo Computer (later part of Hewlett-

Packard), IBM, Digital Equipment Corporation, and others. The DCE supplies a

framework and toolkit for developing client/server applications. The framework includes

a remote procedure call (RPC) mechanism known as DCE/RPC, a naming (directory)

service, a time service, an authentication service and a distributed file system (DFS)

known as DCE/DFS. DCE came about to a large degree as part of the Unix wars of the
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1980s. After Sun Microsystems and AT&T worked together to produce UNIX System V

Release 4 (SVR4), many of the other Unix vendors felt their own market opportunities

were unduly disadvantaged. They quickly formed the Open Software Foundation (OSF)

to compete with a BSD-based Unix that more closely matched their own offerings. OSF

ended up introducing OSF/1, which was based on the Mach kernel and had relatively

poor performance compared to SVR4, and was little used except by Digital.

As part of the formation of OSF, various members contributed many of their ongoing

research projects. At the time, network computing was quite popular, and many of the

companies involved were working on similar RPC-based systems. By re-building these

various utilities on a single "official" RPC mechanism, OSF could offer a major

advantage over SVR4, allowing any DCE-supporting system (namely OSF/1) to

interoperate in a larger network. The DCE system was, to a large degree, based on

independent developments made by each of the partners. DCE/RPC was derived from the

Network Computing System (NCS) created at Apollo Computer. The naming service was

derived from work done at Digital. DCE/DFS was based on the Andrew File System

(AFS) originally developed at CarnegieMellon University. The authentication system was

based on Kerberos, and the authorization system based on Access Control Lists (ACLs).

By combining these features, DCE offers a fairly complete C-based system for network

computing. Any machine on the network can authenticate its users, gain access to

resources, and then call them remotely using a single integrated API. Distributed

computing never really caught on as much as had been hoped for in the late 1980s and

early 1990s. The rise of the Internet, Java and web services stole much of its mindshare

through the mid-to-late 1990s, and competing systems such as CORBA muddied the

waters as well. Perhaps ironically, one of the major uses of DCE/RPC today are

Microsoft's DCOM and ODBC systems, which use DCE/RPC (in MSRPC) as their

network transport layer. OSF and its projects eventually became part of The Open Group,

which released DCE 1.2.2 under a free software license (the LGPL) on 12 January 2005.

DCE 1.1 was available much earlier under the OSF BSD license, and resulted in

FreeDCE being available since 2000. FreeDCE contains an implementation of DCOM.

1. Standard Protocol
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The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is a signalling protocol, widely used for setting up

and tearing down multimedia communication sessions such as voice and video calls over

the Internet. Other feasible application examples include video conferencing, streaming

multimedia distribution, instant messaging, presence information and online games. The

protocol can be used for creating, modifying and terminating two-party (unicast) or

multiparty (multicast) sessions consisting of one or several media streams. The

modification can involve changing addresses or ports, inviting more participants, adding

or deleting media streams, etc.

SIP was originally designed by Henning Schulzrinne and Mark Handley starting in 1996.

The latest version of the specification is RFC 3261 from the IETF SIP Working Group. In

November 2000, SIP was accepted as a 3GPP signaling protocol and permanent element

of the IMS architecture for IP-based streaming multimedia services in cellular systems.

The SIP protocol is situated at the session layer in the OSI model, and at the application

layer in the TCP/IP model. SIP is designed to be independent of the underlying transport

layer; it can run on TCP, UDP, or SCTP. SIP has the following characteristics:

 Transport-independent, because SIP can be used with UDP, TCP, SCTP, etc.

 Text-based, allowing for humans to read and analyze SIP message

2. Software Flexibility

The Jabber network is server-based (i.e. clients do not talk directly to one another) but

decentralized; by design there is no central authoritative server, as there is with services

such as AOL Instant Messenger or MSN Messenger. Some confusion often arises on this

point as there is a public XMPP server being run at "Jabber.org", to which a large number

of users subscribe. However, anyone may run his own XMPP server on his own domain.

The standard TCP port for Jabber is 5222. Every user on the network has a unique Jabber

ID (usually abbreviated as JID). To avoid the need for a central server with a list of IDs,

the JID is structured like an e-mail address. Since a user may wish to log in from multiple

locations, the clients specify a further string known as a resource, which identifies which
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of the user's clients it is (for example home, work and mobile). This may then be included

in the JID by adding a forward slash followed by the name of the resource. Each resource

may have specified a numerical value called priority. For example, the full JID of a user's

mobile account would be username@domain.com/mobile. Messages that are simply sent

to username@domain.com will go to the client with highest priority, but those sent to

username@domain.com/mobile will only go to the mobile client. JIDs without a

username part are also valid and may be used (with or without a resource part) for system

messages and control of special features on the server. Software as a Service (SaaS,

typically pronounced 'sass') is a model of software deployment where an application is

licensed for use as a service provided to customers on demand. On demand licensing and

use alleviates the customer's burden of equipping a device with every application. It also

reduces traditional End User License Agreement (EULA) software maintenance, ongoing

operation patches, and patch support complexity in an organization. On demand licensing

enables software to become a variable expense, rather than a fixed cost at the time of

purchase. It also enables licensing only the amount of software needed versus traditional

licenses per device. SaaS also enables the buyer to share licenses across their organization

and between organizations, to reduce the cost of acquiring EULAs for every device in

their firm.

Using SaaS can also conceivably reduce the up-front expense of software purchases,

through less costly, on-demand pricing from hosting service providers. SaaS lets software

vendors control and limit use, prohibits copies and distribution, and facilitates the control

of all derivative versions of their software. SaaS centralized control often allows the

vendor or supplier to establish an ongoing revenue stream with multiple businesses and

users without pre loading software in each device in an organization . The SaaS software

vendor may host the application on its own web server, download the application to the

consumer device and disable it after use or after the on demand contract expires. The on

demand function may be handled internally to share licenses within a firm or by a third-

party application service provider (ASP) sharing licenses between firms. This sharing of

end user licenses and on demand use may also reduce investment in server hardware or

the shift of server use to SaaS suppliers of applications file services.
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Topic : The Client Server Model And Software Design

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Local procedure call

 Define Remote Procedure Call

 Evaluate Client-Server Applications

 Know about Local Client-Server Networks

 Learn about Client-Server vs Peer-to-Peer and Other Models

Definition/Overview:

Client-server: The client-server software architecture model distinguishes client systems

from server systems, which communicate over a computer network. A client-server

application is a distributed system comprising both client and server software. A client

software process may initiate a communication session, while the server waits for requests

from any client. Client-server describes the relationship between two computer programs in

which one program, the client program, makes a service request to another, the server

program. Standard networked functions such as email exchange, web access and database

access, are based on the client-server model. For example, a web browser is a client program

at the user computer that may access information at any web server in the world. To check

your bank account from your computer, a web browser client program in your computer

forwards your request to a web server program at the bank. That program may in turn

forward the request to its own database client program that sends a request to a database

server at another bank computer to retrieve your account balance. The balance is returned to

the bank database client, which in turn serves it back to the web browser client in your

personal computer, which displays the information for you.
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The client-server model has become one of the central ideas of network computing. Most

business applications being written today use the client-server model. So do the Internet's

main application protocols, such as HTTP, SMTP, Telnet, DNS, etc. In marketing, the term

has been used to distinguish distributed computing by smaller dispersed computers from the

"monolithic" centralized computing of mainframe computers. But this distinction has largely

disappeared as mainframes and their applications have also turned to the client-server model

and become part of network computing. Each instance of the client software can send data

requests to one or more connected servers. In turn, the servers can accept these requests,

process them, and return the requested information to the client. Although this concept can be

applied for a variety of reasons to many different kinds of applications, the architecture

remains fundamentally the same. The most basic type of client-server architecture employs

only two types of hosts: clients and servers. This type of architecture is sometimes referred to

as two-tier. It allows devices to share files and resources. The two tier architecture means that

the client acts as one tier and application in combination with server acts as another tier.

These days, clients are most often web browsers, although that has not always been the case.

Servers typically include web servers, database servers and mail servers. Online gaming is

usually client-server too. In the specific case of MMORPG, the servers are typically operated

by the company selling the game; for other games one of the players will act as the host by

setting his game in server mode.

Key Points:

1. Local procedure call

Client/server describes the relationship between two computer programs in which one

program, the client, makes a service request from another program, the server, which

fulfils the request. Although programs within a single computer can use the client/server

idea, it is a more important idea in a network. In a network, the client/server model

provides a convenient way to interconnect programs that are distributed efficiently across

different locations. Computer transactions using the client/server model are very

common. For example, to check your bank account from your computer, a client program

in your computer forwards your request to a server program at the bank. That program

might in turn forward the request to its own client program that sends a request to a

database server at another bank computer to retrieve your account balance. The balance is
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returned back to the bank data client, which in turn serves it back to the client in your

personal computer, which displays the information for you.

In Windows NT, client-subsystem communication happens in a fashion similar to that in

the MACH operating system. Each subsystem contains a client-side DLL that links with

the client executable. The DLL contains stub functions for the subsystems API. Whenever

a client processan application using the subsystem interfacemakes an API call, the

corresponding stub function in the DLL passes on the call to the subsystem process. The

subsystem process, after the necessary processing, returns the results to the client DLL.

The stub function in the DLL waits for the subsystem to return the results and, in turn,

passes the results to the caller. The client process simply resembles calling a normal

procedure in its own code. In the case of RPC, the client actually calls a procedure sitting

in some remote server over the networkhence the name remote procedure call. In

Windows NT, the server runs on the same machine; hence the mechanism is called as a

local procedure call. LPC is designed to allow three methods of exchanging messages:

 Message that is shorter than 256 bytes can be sent by calling LPC with a buffer containing

the message. That is a small message. This message is then copied from the address space of

the sending process into system address space, and then to the address space of the receiving

process.

 If a client and a server want to exchange more than 256 bytes of data, they can choose to use

a shared section to which both are mapped. The sender places message data in the shared

section and then send a small message to the receiver with pointers to where the data is to be

found in the shared section.

 When a server wants to read or write larger amount of data than will fit in a shared section,

data can be directly read from or written to a client's address space. The LPC component

supplies two functions that a server can use to accomplish this. A message sent by the first

method is used to synchronize the message passing.

There are three types of LPC. The first type sends small messages up to 304 bytes. The

second type sends larger messages. The third type of LPC is called as Quick LPC and

used by the Win32 subsystem in Windows NT 3.51. The first two types of LPC use port

objects for communication. Ports resemble the sockets or named pipes in Unix. A port is

a bi-directional communication channel between two processes. However, unlike sockets,

the data passed through ports is not streamed. The ports preserve the message boundaries.
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Simply put, you can send and receive messages using ports. The subsystems create ports

with well-known names. The client processes that need to invoke services from the

subsystems open the corresponding port using the well-known name. After opening the

port, the client can communicate, with the server, over the port.

2. Remote Procedure Call

This is a protocol that one program can use to request the services from other located in

other machine in a network without having to understand the network details. Usually

when a program using RPC are compiled into an executable program, a stub is included

which acts as the representative of remote procedure code. When the program is run, and

the procedure issue the stub receives a request and forwards it to the client runtime in the

local computer by the daemons. The client runtime program knows the address of the

remote computer and server application. It then sends the request across the network .The

server also have a runtime program and stub that interface with remote procedure. The

result is returned the same way.

3. Client-Server Applications

The client-server model distinguishes between applications as well as devices. Network

clients make requests to a server by sending messages, and servers respond to their clients

by acting on each request and returning results. One server generally supports numerous

clients, and multiple servers can be networked together in a pool to handle the increased

processing load as the number of clients grows. A client computer and a server computer

are usually two separate devices, each customized for their designed purpose. For

example, a Web client works best with a large screen display, while a Web server does

not need any display at all and can be located anywhere in the world. However, in some

cases a given device can function both as a client and a server for the same application.

Likewise, a device that is a server for one application can simultaneously act as a client to

other servers, for different applications. [Some of the most popular applications on the

Internet follow the client-server model including email, FTP and Web services. Each of

these clients features a user interface (either graphic- or text-based) and a client

application that allows the user to connect to servers. In the case of email and FTP, users
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enter a computer name (or sometimes an IP address) into the interface to set up

connections to the server.

4. Local Client-Server Networks

Many home networks utilize client-server systems without even realizing it. Broadband

routers, for example, contain DHCP servers that provide IP addresses to the home

computers (DHCP clients). Other types of network servers found in home include print

servers and backup servers.

5. Client-Server vs Peer-to-Peer and Other Models

The client-server model was originally developed to allow more users to share access to

database applications. Compared to the mainframe approach, client-server offers

improved scalability because connections can be made as needed rather than being fixed.

The client-server model also supports modular applications that can make the job of

creating software easier. In so-called "two-tier" and "three-tier" types of client-server

systems, software applications are separated into modular pieces, and each piece is

installed on clients or servers specialized for that subsystem. Client-server is just one

approach to managing network applications The primary alternative, peer-to-peer

networking, models all devices as having equivalent capability rather than specialized

client or server roles. Compared to client-server, peer to peer networks offer some

advantages such as more flexibility in growing the system to handle large number of

clients. Client-server networks generally offer advantages in keeping data secure.

Topic : Concurrent Processing In Client-Server Software

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Concurrency in Networks

 Highlight Switching and Protocol Software Design
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 Explain Protocol Software Design

Definition/Overview:

Concurrent constraint logic programming is a version of constraint logic programming aimed

primarily at programming concurrent processes rather than (or in addition to) solving

constraint satisfaction problems. Goals in constraint logic programming are evaluated

concurrently; a concurrent process is therefore programmed as the evaluation of a goal by the

interpreter. Syntactically, concurrent constraints logic programs are similar to non-concurrent

programs, the only exception being that clauses include guards, which are constraints that

may block the applicability of the clause under some conditions. Semantically, concurrent

constraint logic programming differs from its non-concurrent versions because a goal

evaluation is intended to realize a concurrent process rather than finding a solution to a

problem. Most notably, this difference affects how the interpreter behaves when more than

one clause is applicable: non-concurrent constraint logic programming recursively tries all

clauses; concurrent constraint logic programming chooses only one. This is the most evident

effect of an intended directionality of the interpreter, which never revise a choice it has

previously taken. Other effects of this are the semantical possibility of having a goal that

cannot be proved while the whole evaluation does not fail, and a particular way for equating a

goal and a clause head. Constraint handling rules can be seen as a form of concurrent

constraint logic programming, but are used for programming a constraint simplifier or solver

rather than concurrent processes.

Key Points:

1. Concurrency in Networks

Dataflow is a software architecture based on the idea that changing the value of a variable

should automatically force recalculation of the values of other variables. Dataflow

programming embodies these principles, with spreadsheets perhaps the most widespread

embodiment of dataflow. For example, in a spreadsheet you can specify a cell formula

which depends on other cells; then when any of those cells is updated the first cell's value

is automatically recalculated. It's possible for one change to initiate a whole sequence of
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changes, if one cell depends on another cell which depends on yet another cell, and so on.

The dataflow technique is not restricted to recalculating numeric values, as done in

spreadsheets. For example, dataflow can be used to redraw a picture in response to mouse

movements, or to make a robot turn in response to a change in light level. One benefit of

dataflow is that it can reduce the amount of coupling-related code in a program. For

example, without dataflow, if a variable X depends on a variable Y, then whenever Y is

changed X must be explicitly recalculated. This means that Y is coupled to X. Since X is

also coupled to Y (because X's value depends on the Y's value), the program ends up with

a cyclic dependency between the two variables. Programs can avoid this cycle by using

an observer pattern, but only at the cost of introducing a non-trivial amount of code.

Dataflow improves this situation by making the recalculation of X automatic, thereby

eliminating the coupling from Y to X. Dataflow makes implicit a significant amount of

computation that must be expressed explicitly in other programming paradigms. Dataflow

is also sometimes referred to as reactive programming. There have been a few

programming languages created specifically to support dataflow. In particular, many (if

not most) visual programming languages have been based on the idea of dataflow. In

computer science, the Actor model is a mathematical model of concurrent computation

that treats "actors" as the universal primitives of concurrent digital computation: in

response to a message that it receives, an actor can make local decisions, create more

actors, send more messages, and determine how to respond to the next message received.

The Actor model originates in a 1973 paper by Carl Hewitt, Peter Bishop, and Richard

Steiger. It has been used both as a framework for a theoretical understanding of

concurrency, and as the theoretical basis for several practical implementations of

concurrent systems. The relationship of the model to other work is discussed in

Indeterminacy in concurrent computation and Actor model and process calculi.

2. Switching and Protocol Software Design

SIP clients typically use TCP or UDP (typically on port 5060 and/or 5061) to connect to

SIP servers and other SIP endpoints. SIP is primarily used in setting up and tearing down

voice or video calls. However, it can be used in any application where session initiation is

a requirement. These include Event Subscription and Notification, Terminal mobility and

so on. There are a large number of SIP-related RFCs that define behavior for such

applications. All voice/video communications are done over separate session protocols,
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typically RTP. A motivating goal for SIP was to provide a signaling and call setup

protocol for IP-based communications that can support a superset of the call processing

functions and features present in the public switched telephone network (PSTN). SIP by

itself does not define these features; rather, its focus is call-setup and signaling. However,

it was designed to enable the construction of functionalities of network elements

designated Proxy Servers and User Agents. These are features that permit familiar

telephone-like operations: dialing a number, causing a phone to ring, hearing ringback

tones or a busy signal. Implementation and terminology are different in the SIP world but

to the end-user, the behavior is similar.

SIP-enabled telephony networks can also implement many of the more advanced call

processing features present in Signaling System 7 (SS7), though the two protocols

themselves are very different. SS7 is a centralized protocol, characterized by a complex

central network architecture and dumb endpoints (traditional telephone handsets). SIP is a

peer-to-peer protocol, thus it requires only a simple (and thus scalable) core network with

intelligence distributed to the network edge, embedded in endpoints (terminating devices

built in either hardware or software). SIP features are implemented in the communicating

endpoints (i.e. at the edge of the network) contrary to traditional SS7 features, which are

implemented in the network. Although several other VoIP signaling protocols exist, SIP

is distinguished by its proponents for having roots in the IP community rather than the

telecom industry. SIP has been standardized and governed primarily by the IETF while

the H.323 VoIP protocol has been traditionally more associated with the ITU. However,

the two organizations have endorsed both protocols in some fashion.

SIP works in concert with several other protocols and is only involved in the signaling

portion of a communication session. SIP is a carrier for the Session Description Protocol

(SDP), which describes the media content of the session, e.g. what IP ports to use, the

codec being used etc. In typical use, SIP "sessions" are simply packet streams of the Real-

time Transport Protocol (RTP). RTP is the carrier for the actual voice or video content

itself. The first proposed standard version (SIP 2.0) was defined in RFC 2543. The

protocol was further clarified in RFC 3261, although many implementations are still

using interim draft versions. Note that the version number remains 2.0. SIP is similar to

HTTP and shares some of its design principles: It is human readable and request-response

structured. SIP shares many HTTP status codes, including the familiar '404 not found'.
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SIP proponents also claim it to be simpler than H.323. However, some would counter that

while SIP originally had a goal of simplicity, in its current state it has become as complex

as H.323. Others would argue that SIP is a stateless protocol, hence making it possible to

easily implement failover and other features that are difficult in stateful protocols like

H.323. SIP and H.323 are not limited to voice communication and can mediate any kind

of communication session e.g. voice, video and yet to be defined future formats.

3. Protocol Software Design

In constraint logic programming, the goals in the current goal are evaluated sequentially,

usually proceeding in a LIFO order in which newer goals are evaluated first. The

concurrent version of logic programming allows for evaluating goals in parallel: every

goal is evaluated by a process, and processes run concurrently. These processes interact

via the constraint store: a process can add a constraint to the constraint store while

another one checks whether a constraint is entailed by the store. Adding a constraint to

the store is done like in regular constraint logic programming. Checking entailment of a

constraint is done via guards to clauses. Guards require a syntactic extension: a clause of

concurrent constraint logic programming is written as H :- G | B where G is a constraint

called the guard of the clause. Roughly speaking, a fresh variant of this clause can be used

to replace a literal in the goal only if the guard is entailed by the constraint store after the

equation of the literal and the clause head is added to it. The precise definition of this rule

is more complicated, and is given below. The main difference between non-concurrent

and concurrent constraint logic programming is that the first is aimed at search, while the

second is aimed at implementing concurrent processes. This difference affects whether

choices can be undone, whether processes are allowed not to terminate, and how goals

and clause heads and equated.

The first semantical difference between regular and concurrent constraint logic

programming is about the condition when more than one clause can be used for proving a

goal. Non-concurrent logic programming tries all possible clauses when rewriting a goal:

if the goal cannot be proved while replacing it with the body of a fresh variant of a clause,

another clause is proved, if any. This is because the aim is to prove the goal: all possible

ways to prove the goal are tried. On the other hand, concurrent constraint logic

programming aims at programming parallel processes. In general concurrent

programming, if a process makes a choice, this choice cannot be undone. The concurrent
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version of constraint logic programming implements processes by allowing them to take

choices, but committing to them once they have been taken. Technically, if more than one

clause can be used to rewrite a literal in the goal, the non-concurrent version tries in turn

all clauses, while the concurrent version chooses a single arbitrary clause: contrary to the

non-concurrent version, the other clauses will never be tried. These two different ways for

handling multiple choices are often called "don't know nondeterminism" and "don't care

nondeterminism". When rewriting a literal in the goal, the only considered clauses are

those whose guard is entailed by the union of the constraint store and the equation of the

literal with the clause head. The guards provide a way for telling which clauses are not be

considered at all. This is particularly important given the commitment to a single clause

of concurrent constraint logic programming: once a clause has been chosen, this choice

will be never reconsidered. Without guards, the interpreter could choose a "wrong" clause

to rewrite a literal, while other "good" clauses exist. In non-concurrent programming, this

is less important, as the interpreter always tries all possibilities. In concurrent

programming, the interpreter commits to a single possibility without trying the other ones.

A second effect of the difference between the non-concurrent and the concurrent version

is that concurrent constraint logic programming is specifically designed to allow

processes to run without terminating. Non-terminating processes are common in general

in concurrent processing; the concurrent version of constraint logic programming

implements them by not using the condition of failure: if no clause is applicable for

rewriting a goal, the process evaluating this goal stops instead of making the whole

evaluation fail like in non-concurrent constraint logic programming. As a result, the

process evaluating a goal may be stopped because no clause is available to proceed, but at

the same time the other processes keep running. Synchronization among processes that

are solving different goals is achieved via the use of guards. If a goal cannot be rewritten

because all clauses that could be used have a guard that is not entailed by the constraint

store, the process solving this goal is blocked until the other processes add the constraints

that are necessary to entail the guard of at least one of the applicable clauses. This

synchronization is subject to deadlocks: if all goals are blocked, no new constraints will

be added and therefore no goal will ever be unblocked. A third effect of the difference

between concurrent and non-concurrent logic programming is in the way a goal is

equated to the head of a fresh variant of a clause. Operationally, this is done by checking

whether the variables in the head can be equated to terms in such a way the head is equal
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to the goal. This rule differs from the corresponding rule for constraint logic

programming in that it only allows adding constraints in the form variable=term, where

the variable is one of the head. This limitation can be seen as a form of directionality, in

that the goal and the clause head are treated differently.

Topic : Application Interface To Protocols

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Evaluate Application binary interface

 Analyze Protocol Software Interface

 Highlight Conceptual Interface Specification

 Learn about Linux

Definition/Overview:

The POSIX standard defines an API that allows a wide range of common computing

functions to be written such that they may operate on many different systems (Mac OS X and

various BSDs implement this interface); however, making use of this requires re-compilation

for each platform. A compatible ABI, on the other hand, allows compiled object code to

function without any changes, on any system implementing that ABI. This is advantageous to

both software providers (where they may distribute existing software on new systems without

producing/distributing upgrades) and users (where they may install older software on their

new systems without purchasing upgrades), although this generally requires various software

libraries implementing the necessary APIs too.

Microsoft has shown significant commitment to a backward compatible ABI, particularly

within their Win32 library, such that older applications may run on newer versions of

Windows. Apple Inc. has shown less propensity to this concern, expiring compatibility or

implementing ABI in a slower "emulation mode"; this allows greater freedom in development
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at the cost of obsoleting older software. Among Unix-like operating systems, there are many

related but incompatible operating systems running on a common hardware platform

(particularly Intel 80386-compatible systems). There have been several attempts to

standardise the ABI such that software vendors may distribute one binary application for all

these systems; however to date, none of these have met with much success. The Linux

Standard Base is attempting to do this for the Linux platform whilst many of the BSD unices

(OpenBSD/NetBSD/FreeBSD) implement various levels of ABI compatibility for both

backward compatibility (allowing applications written for older versions to run on newer

distributions of the system) and cross-platform compatibility (allowing the execution of

foreign code without recompilation).

Key Points:

1. Application binary interface

ABIs cover details such as data type size and alignment, the calling convention, which

controls how functions' arguments are passed and return values retrieved; the system call

numbers and how an application should make system calls to the operating system; and in

the case of a complete operating system ABI, the binary format of object files, program

libraries and so on. A complete ABI, such as the Intel Binary Compatibility Standard

(iBCS), allows a program from one operating system supporting that ABI to run without

modifications on any other such system, provided that necessary shared libraries are

present, and similar prerequisites are fulfilled. Other ABIs standardize details such as the

C++ name decoration, exception propagation, and calling convention between compilers

on the same platform, but do not require cross-platform compatibility. An ABI should not

be confused with an application programming interface (API) which defines a library of

routines to call, data structures to manipulate, and/or object classes to use in the

construction of an application using that particular (often language specific) API.

2. Protocol Software Interface

Hardware/software partition is a critical phase in hardware/software co-design. This paper

proposes a hybrid partitioning framework, in which we design a set of protocolconverters

to construct the nterface component between the hardware and software components,and

reuse the formerly well-built partitioning rules by introducing protocol converters and
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rewriting them for this hybrid framework. Thehardware components generated by our

partitioning process are coded directly in Verilog HDL, which will greatly facilitate the

further compilation from it down to netlists. CSNET is built on the Department of

Defense network (ARPANET), public packet-switched physical networks (Telenet), and

a telephone-based relay network (Phonenet). Some CSNET sites have direct connections

to ARPANET, some have direct connections to Telenet, and some have connections only

to telephone-based relay machines. The chief objective of CSNET is to provide a network

interconnection for all groups engaged in Computer Science Research. CSNET has

adopted TCP/IP as its standard transport level protocols. The Transmission Control

Protocol (TCP) [POST81] is an end-to-end protocol. It establishes communications

between two processes that are running on different machines, detects and corrects errors,

controls data flow, and provides reliable communications. Application programs call TCP

to transfer data across the network. TCP, in turn, uses the Internet Protocol (IP) [POST81]

to send data to the appropriate network. CSNET communications such as file transfer,

remote login, and process-to-process communication over the network assume that a TCP

interface is available at CSNET sites.

Since ARPANET sites are required to support the TCP/IP protocols, CSNET sites

connected directly to the ARPANET automatically have access to TCP/IP. Phonenet

relays connect directly to the ARPANET; they too have access to TCP to relay mail onto

the ARPANET. Telenet does not use the TCP/IP protocols. Consequently, CSNET sites

that are connected only to Telenet need additional software before they can communicate

on CSNET. That software is described in this paper -- it provides an interface between the

public packet - switched protocol X.25 [CCITT78] and TCP/IP. Although the design

outlined here is applicable to any vendor's system, our implemention is for a Digital

Equipment Corporation VAX running the Western Electric UNIX [UNIX78] operating

system as modified by the Universityof California at Berkeley. This report focuses on the

technical issues involved in building software to interface TCP/IP and X.25. The tariff

structure for public networks is discussed only to the extent that it influences our design.

Other issues such as access control, and protocol selection are beyond the scope of this

report. All NexusWare WAN protocols include a simple, easy-to-use API, which runs on

all of the WAN specific controllers and adapters. The API provides a standard interface to

the WAN protocol stacks. This makes application programs easily portable among

Performance Technologies T1/E1/J1 and serial controllers.
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3. Conceptual Interface Specification

The Conceptual Design addresses what needs to be included in the product. While it

should be non-technical, it should be detailed regarding the new functionality in the

proposed solution, how the existing technology infrastructure will react to the

introduction of this functionality, how the solution will interact with the user, and what is

included in the performance criteria. The Design Specification describes how to

implement the "what" defined in the Conceptual Design Topic and includes two major

subdeliverables: the technical specification and the security plan. The technical

specification includes four content elements: the logical and physical design, standards

and guidelines, change control methodology, and the life cycle management plan. Too

often, when software is being developed, the software engineers do not sufficiently

consider how easy the system will be to use and learn. Following the steps of other

related works developed in our research group, the paper deals with the problems of

gathering information on the conceptual level about the interface characteristics of the

applications that are generated in an automatic way using the OO-Method. The basic idea

is to include in the conceptual modelling process both the functionality and interface

characteristics for obtaining a complete application that implements the systems modelled

using the underlying object oriented approach. The OO-Method is based not only on the

object oriented paradigm but also on the automatic programming paradigm. It combines

the advantages of formal specification systems with the practice provided by conventional

object oriented methodologies. After presenting a description of the OO-Method, the core

of the paper focuses on how to collect interface information at the conceptual level, using

a technique based on the identification of conceptual interface patterns which are

independent of any implementation detail. The corresponding extensions to the OO-

Method Conceptual Modelling notation that are necessary for modelling interfaces are

presented.

4. Linux

Linux (commonly pronounced IPA: /ˈlɪnəks/ in English; variants exist) is a generic term

referring to Unix-like computer operating systems based on the Linux kernel. Their

development is one of the most prominent examples of free and open source software

collaboration; typically all the underlying source code can be used, freely modified, and

redistributed by anyone under the terms of the GNU GPL and other free licenses. Linux
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distributions are predominantly known for their use in servers, although they are installed

on a wide variety of computer hardware, ranging from embedded devices and mobile

phones to supercomputers, and their popularity as a desktop/laptop operating system has

been growing lately due to the rise of netbooks and the Ubuntu distribution of the

operating system. The name "Linux" comes from the Linux kernel, originally written in

1991 by Linus Torvalds. The rest of the system, including utilities and libraries, usually

comes from the GNU operating system announced in 1983 by Richard Stallman. The

GNU contribution is the basis for the alternative name GNU/Linux. The Linux kernel or

Linux is an operating system kernel used by a family of Unix-like operating systems. The

term Linux distribution is used to refer to the various operating systems built on top of the

Linux Kernel.

The Linux kernel is released under the GNU General Public License version 2 (GPLv2)

and developed by contributors worldwide; Linux is one of the most prominent examples

of Free / Open Source software. The Linux kernel was initially conceived and created by

Finnish software engineer Linus Torvalds in 1991. Early on, the MINIX community

contributed code and ideas to the Linux kernel. At the time, the GNU Project had created

many of the components required for a free software operating system, but its own kernel,

GNU Hurd, was incomplete and unavailable. The BSD operating system had not yet freed

itself from legal encumbrances. This meant that despite the limited functionality of the

early versions, Linux rapidly accumulated developers and users who adopted code from

those projects for use with the new operating system. Today the Linux kernel has

received contributions from thousands of programmers.

Topic : The Socket Api

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Berkeley socket interface

 Highlight The Socket Abstraction
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 Point out Generic Address Structure

 Evaluate Socket API

 Learn about Symbolic Constants for Socket Call Parameters

 Know about Socket I/O Mode

Definition/Overview:

Berkeley sockets: The Berkeley sockets application programming interface (API) comprises

a library for developing applications in the C programming language that perform inter-

process communication, most commonly across a computer network. Berkeley sockets (also

known as the BSD socket API) originated with the 4.2BSD Unix operating system (released

in 1983) as an API. Only in 1989, however, could UC Berkeley release versions of its

operating system and networking library free from the licensing constraints of AT&T's

copyright-protected Unix. The Berkeleysocket API forms the de facto standard abstraction

for network sockets. Most other programming languages use an interface similar to the C

API. The STREAMS-based Transport Layer Interface (TLI) API offers an alternative to the

socket API. However, the Berkeleysocket API predominates convincingly in popularity and

in the number of implementations.

Key Points:

1. Berkeley socket interface

The Berkeley socket interface, an API, allows communications between hosts or between

processes on one computer, using the concept of an Internet socket. It can work with

many different I/O devices and drivers, although support for these depends on the

operating-system implementation. This interface implementation is implicit for TCP/IP,

and it is therefore one of the fundamental technologies underlying the Internet. It was first

developed at the University of California, Berkeleyfor use on Unix systems. All modern

operating systems now have some implementation of the Berkeleysocket interface, as it

became the standard interface for connecting to the Internet. Socket interfaces are

accessible at three different levels, most powerfully and fundamentally at the raw socket

level. Very few applications need the degree of control over outgoing communications

that this provides, so raw sockets support was intended to be available only on computers

used for developing Internet-related technologies. In recent years, most operating systems
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have implemented support for it anyway, including Windows XP. In order to

communicate with a program on another computer, we have to identify the computer and

specify the program. We specify the computer by giving its IP address.The program that

we want to communicate with is identified by a port number. The port number is a

positive integer that is advertised by the program that is waiting for a connection.

2. The Socket Abstraction

The PJLIB socket abstraction layer is a thin and very portable abstraction for socket API.

It provides API similar to BSD socket API. The abstraction is needed because BSD

socket API is not always available on all platforms, therefore it wouldn't be possible to

create a trully portable network programs unless we provide such abstraction.

Applications can use this API directly in their application, just as they would when using

traditional BSD socket API, provided they call pj_init() first. The basis for network I/O in

UNIX centers on an abstraction called a socket. A socket is a generalization of the UNIX

file access mechanism that provides an endpoint for communication. The chief difference

between file descriptors and socket descriptors is that the operating system binds a file

descriptor to a specific file when the application calls open, but it can create sockets

without binding them to scpeific destination addresses. Whenever it makes sense, sockets

perform exactly like UNIX files, so they can be used with traditional operations like read

and write.

3. Generic Address Structure

Inflatable structures are structures made of a flexible outer membrane or fabric that is

filled with air or helium inside. These fluids have the purpose of giving the shape and

strength of the structure regardless of external atmospheric or use conditions. The

structural behavior of the inflatable structure depends on the strength of the external

membrane. The final use, shape and the size of the structure depend on the specific design

and requirements that their end users determine. Nowadays, inflatable structures and

inflatable buildings are used in many ways. Membrane roofs and covers, inflatable castles

and games, sails, airships, inflatable furniture, airspace structures, Inflatable boats,

inflatable escape slides, security mattresses, inflatable swimming pools, inflatable

coverings, inflatable pavilions for events, inflatable buildings and pavilions, air bags and

many other applications. The great technology and applicability of inflatable structures is
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the result of the increasing use and experience in different industries and sectors. he name

given to such structures varies. In playground terms: In the United States, East Coasters

refer to them as a "moonbounce" while West Coasters stick to the generic name of

"inflatable playground". They have been marketed with such names as Moon Bounce,

Astrojump, Moonwalk, Bounce house, SpaceWalk, in the US, bouncy castle or inflatable

castle in Ireland, the UK and parts of Australia, and as jumping castles in Arizona,

Australia, New Zealand, Canada and South Africa. The term "moonwalk" has evolved as

the generic term for enclosed inflatable trampolines in the US.

Inflatable structures are rented for functions, school and church festivals and village fetes.

Although they are aimed at children, adult castles can be hired in the UK. Because of

liability concerns, moonwalks are rarely rented to adults in the US. The growth in

popularity of moonwalks has led to an inflatable amusement industry which includes

inflatable slides, obstacle courses, games, and more. Inflatables are ideal for portable

amusements because they are easy to transport and store.

4. Socket API

It's important to realize that the socket APIs can be used for other networking protocols

besides TCP/IP. When we create a socket, we need to explain to the socket API that we

wish to communicate using the IP protocol, and that we wish to use TCP on top of the IP

protocol. For address family, the manual tells us that we need to specify a value of

'AF_INET' if we wish to do network programming in the 'Internet domain'. Therefore,

when we specify a value of 'AF_INET', what we're really telling the API is to 'use the IP

protocol'. Under the 'type' parameter, it allows us to give values of 'SOCK_DGRAM',

'SOCK_SEQPACKET', 'SOCK_STREAM' or 'SOCK_RAW'. The TCP protocol is the

standard streaming protocol for use over IP. So, if we say 'SOCK_STREAM', we'll use

the TCP protocol. As you might imagine, SOCK_DGRAM is used for the UDP protocol

and SOCK_RAW is used for writing raw IP datagrams. Finally, we specify which

protocol we wish to use with our socket. Note that, again, we can specify IPPROTO_TCP

for TCP, IPPROTO_UDP for UDP, etc. However, this isn't necessary! Because we

already specified that we wanted a 'stream socket' over 'internet domain', it already knows

that it should be using TCP. Therefore, we can specify 'IPPROTO_IP' if we want, and the

API will use the default protocol for the socket type. The sockets APIs consist of

functions, structures, and defined macros. There are two categories of functions: system
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functions and network functions. The structures and defined macros are shipped as header

files. See Sockets Programming for more information about sockets programming. An

important part of interprocess communications is to locate and construct network

addresses. Many of the socket network APIs is inherently not threadsafe. Threadsafe APIs

have been added to mirror the function provided by the non-threadsafe APIs. All

threadsafe APIs follow the UNIX convention of appending R to the API name denoting

threadsafe.

5. Symbolic Constants for Socket Call Parameters

A socket is an endpoint for communication using the facilities described in this section. A

socket is created with a specific socket type, described in Socket Types , and is associated

with a specific protocol, detailed in Protocols. A socket is accessed via a file descriptor

obtained when the socket is created. All network protocols are associated with a specific

address family. An address family provides basic services to the protocol implementation

to allow it to function within a specific network environment. These services may include

packet fragmentation and reassembly, routing, addressing, and basic transport. An address

family is normally comprised of a number of protocols, one per socket type. Each

protocol is characterized by an abstract socket type. It is not required that an address

family support all socket types. An address family may contain multiple protocols

supporting the same socket abstraction. An address family defines the format of a socket

address. All network addresses are described using a general structure, called a sockaddr,

as defined in the Base Definitions volume of IEEE Std 1003.1-2001, <sys/socket.h>.

However, each address family imposes finer and more specific structure, generally

defining a structure with fields specific to the address family. The field sa_family in the

sockaddr structure contains the address family identifier, specifying the format of the

sa_data area. The size of the sa_data area is unspecified. A protocol supports one of the

socket abstractions detailed in Socket Types. Selecting a protocol involves specifying the

address family, socket type, and protocol number to the socket() function. Certain

semantics of the basic socket abstractions are protocol-specific. All protocols are

expected to support the basic model for their particular socket type, but may, in addition,

provide non-standard facilities or extensions to a mechanism. Sockets provides packet

routing facilities. A routing information database is maintained, which is used in selecting

the appropriate network interface when transmitting packets. Each network interface in a
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system corresponds to a path through which messages can be sent and received. A

network interface usually has a hardware device associated with it, though certain

interfaces such as the loopback interface, do not. A socket is created with a specific type,

which defines the communication semantics and which allows the selection of an

appropriate communication protocol. Four types are defined: [RS] [Option Start]

SOCK_RAW, [Option End] SOCK_STREAM, SOCK_SEQPACKET, and

SOCK_DGRAM. Implementations may specify additional socket types.

The SOCK_STREAM socket type provides reliable, sequenced, full-duplex octet streams

between the socket and a peer to which the socket is connected. A socket of type

SOCK_STREAM must be in a connected state before any data may be sent or received.

Record boundaries are not maintained; data sent on a stream socket using output

operations of one size may be received using input operations of smaller or larger sizes

without loss of data. Data may be buffered; successful return from an output function

does not imply that the data has been delivered to the peer or even transmitted from the

local system. If data cannot be successfully transmitted within a given time then the

connection is considered broken, and subsequent operations shall fail. A SIGPIPE signal

is raised if a thread sends on a broken stream (one that is no longer connected). Support

for an out-of-band data transmission facility is protocol-specific. The

SOCK_SEQPACKET socket type is similar to the SOCK_STREAM type, and is also

connection-oriented. The only difference between these types is that record boundaries

are maintained using the SOCK_SEQPACKET type. A record can be sent using one or

more output operations and received using one or more input operations, but a single

operation never transfers parts of more than one record. Record boundaries are visible to

the receiver via the MSG_EOR flag in the received message flags returned by the

recvmsg() function. It is protocol-specific whether a maximum record size is imposed.

The SOCK_DGRAM socket type supports connectionless data transfer which is not

necessarily acknowledged or reliable. Datagrams may be sent to the address specified

(possibly multicast or broadcast) in each output operation, and incoming datagrams may

be received from multiple sources. The source address of each datagram is available when

receiving the datagram. An application may also pre-specify a peer address, in which case

calls to output functions shall send to the pre-specified peer. If a peer has been specified,

only datagrams from that peer shall be received. A datagram must be sent in a single

output operation, and must be received in a single input operation. The maximum size of
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a datagram is protocol-specific; with some protocols, the limit is implementation-defined.

Output datagrams may be buffered within the system; thus, a successful return from an

output function does not guarantee that a datagram is actually sent or received. However,

implementations should attempt to detect any errors possible before the return of an

output function, reporting any error by an unsuccessful return value.

6. Socket I/O Mode

The I/O mode of a socket is described by the O_NONBLOCK file status flag which

pertains to the open file description for the socket. This flag is initially off when a socket

is created, but may be set and cleared by the use of the F_SETFL command of the fcntl()

function. When the O_NONBLOCK flag is set, functions that would normally block until

they are complete shall either return immediately with an error, or shall complete

asynchronously to the execution of the calling process. Data transfer operations (the

read(), write(), send(), and recv() functions) shall complete immediately, transfer only as

much as is available, and then return without blocking, or return an error indicating that

no transfer could be made without blocking. The connect() function initiates a connection

and shall return without blocking when O_NONBLOCK is set; it shall return the error

[EINPROGRESS] to indicate that the connection was initiated successfully, but that it has

not yet completed.

Topic : Algorithms And Issues In Client Software Design

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Software Algorithms

 Know about Client Architecture

 Learn about Domain Name

 HighlightSoftware Port

 Evaluate TCP Client Algorithm
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 Analyze UDP Client

Definition/Overview:

Software design: Software design is a process of problem-solving and planning for a

software solution. After the purpose and specifications of software are determined, software

developers will design or employ designers to develop a plan for a solution. It includes low-

level component and algorithm implementation issues as well as the architectural view.

In software engineering, a design pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly

occurring problem in software design. A design pattern is not a finished design that can be

transformed directly into code. It is a description or template for how to solve a problem that

can be used in many different situations. Object-oriented design patterns typically show

relationships and interactions between classes or objects, without specifying the final

application classes or objects that are involved. Algorithms are not thought of as design

patterns, since they solve computational problems rather than design problems.

Not all software patterns are design patterns. Design patterns deal specifically with problems

at the level of software design. Other kinds of patterns, such as architectural patterns,

describe problems and solutions that have alternative scopes.

Key Points:

1. Software Algorithms

In mathematics, computing, linguistics and related subjects, an algorithm is a sequence of

finite instructions, often used for calculation and data processing. It is formally a type of

effective method in which a list of well-defined instructions for completing a task will,

when given an initial state, proceed through a well-defined series of successive states,

eventually terminating in an end-state. The transition from one state to the next is not

necessarily deterministic; some algorithms, known as probabilistic algorithms,

incorporate randomness. A partial formalization of the concept began with attempts to

solve the Entscheidungsproblem (the "decision problem") posed by David Hilbert in

1928. Subsequent formalizations were framed as attempts to define "effective

calculability or "effective method; those formalizations included the Gdel-Herbrand-

Kleene recursive functions of 1930, 1934 and 1935, Alonzo Church's lambda calculus of
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1936, Emil Post's "Formulation 1" of 1936, and Alan Turing's Turing machines of 19367

and 1939.

2. Client Architecture

X is based on a client-server model. An X server program runs on a computer with a

graphical display and communicates with various client programs. The server acts as a

go-between for the user and the client programs, accepting requests for graphical output

(windows) from the client programs and showing them to the users, and receiving user

input (keyboard, mouse) and transmitting it to the client programs. In X Window, the

server runs on the user's computer, while the clients may run on a different machine. This

is the reverse of the common configuration of client-server systems, where the client runs

on the user's computer and the server runs on a remote computer. This reversal often

confuses new X users. The X Window terminology takes the perspective of the program,

rather than the end-user or the hardware: the remote programs connect to the X server

display running on the local machine, and thus act as clients; the local X display accepts

incoming traffic, and thus acts as a server. The communication protocol between server

and client runs network-transparently: the client and server may run on the same machine

or on different ones, possibly with different architectures and operating systems. A client

and server can communicate securely over the Internet by tunneling the connection over

an encrypted connection.

3. Domain Name

The main purpose of a domain name is to provide symbolic representations, i.e.,

recognizable names, to mostly numerically addressed Internet resources. This abstraction

allows any resource (e.g., website) to be moved to a different physical location in the

address topology of the network, globally or locally in an intranet, in effect changing the

IP address. This translation from domain names to IP addresses (and vice versa) is

accomplished with the global facilities of Domain Name System (DNS). By allowing the

use of unique alphabetical addresses instead of numeric ones, domain names allow
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Internet users to more easily find and communicate with web sites and any other IP-based

communications services. The flexibility of the domain name system allows multiple IP

addresses to be assigned to a single domain name, or multiple domain names to be

services from a single IP address. This means that one server may have multiple roles

(such as hosting multiple independent websites), or that one role can be spread among

many servers. One IP address can also be assigned to several servers, as used in anycast

networking.

4. Software Port

In computer programming, port has a wide range of meanings. (ComputerPort) A

software port (usually just called a 'port') is a virtual/logical data connection that can be

used by programs to exchange data directly, instead of going through a file or other

temporary storage location. The most common of these are TCP and UDP ports which are

used to exchange data between computers on the Internet. In Flow-based programming, a

'port' is a (named) point of contact between a process and a connection. For Input or

Output (I/O) operations, nearly all processor families use memory-mapped I/O -- the

same assembly instructions are used for both memory access and hardware I/O. However,

Intel microprocessors use port-mapped I/O -- they have a completely separate set of

assembly instructions (IN, INS, OUT, and OUTS) that are used specifically for hardware

I/O. These instructions figure out which hardware device to communicate with using the

concept of an I/O port or machine port. These ports are numbered based on which

hardware device they refer to. These hardware I/O ports are in a completely different

address space from normal memory.

Intel microprocessors generally allow one octet (8-bit byte or word) to be sent or received

during each instruction. The hardware device decides how to interpret data sent to it and

what data to send to the processor. For example, a common use is to ask a hardware

device which byte (in a data transfer) it will be sending next. Some I/O ports are

connected with "peripheral" devices outside the CPU itself, but inside the computer case.

Others I/O ports are connected to "peripheral" external devices outside the computer case

using some Computer port (hardware).

5. TCP Client Algorithm
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The TCP uses a network congestion avoidance algorithm that includes various aspects of

an additive-increase-multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) scheme, with other schemes such as

slow-start in order to achieve congestion avoidance. wo such variations are those offered

by TCP Tahoe and Reno. The two algorithms were retrospectively named after the

4.3BSD Unix operating system in which each first appeared. The Tahoe algorithm first

appeared in 4.3BSD-Tahoe (which was made to support the CCI Power 6/32 Tahoe

minicomputer), and was made available to non-AT&T licensees as part of the 4.3BSD

Networking Release 1; this ensured its wide distribution and implementation.

Improvements, described below, were made in 4.3BSD-Reno and subsequently released

to the public as Networking Release 2 and later 4.4BSD-Lite. The TCP Foo names for the

algorithms appear to have originated in a 1996 paper by Kevin Fall and Sally Floyd. To

avoid congestion collapse, TCP uses a multi-faceted congestion control strategy. For each

connection, TCP maintains a congestion window, limiting the total number of

unacknowledged packets that may be in transit end-to-end. This is somewhat analogous

to TCP's sliding window used for flow control. TCP uses a mechanism called slow start

to increase the congestion window after a connection is initialised and after a timeout. It

starts with a window of two times the maximum segment size (MSS). Although the initial

rate is low, the rate of increase is very rapid: for every packet acknowledged, the

congestion window increases by 1 MSS so that for every round trip time (RTT), the

congestion window has doubled. When the congestion window exceeds a threshold

ssthresh the algorithm enters a new state, called congestion avoidance. In some

implementations (e.g., Linux), the initial ssthresh is large, and so the first slow start

usually ends after a loss. However, ssthresh is updated at the end of each slow start, and

will often affect subsequent slow starts triggered by timeouts.

6. UDP Client

The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is one of the core members of the Internet Protocol

Suite, the set of network protocols used for the Internet. With UDP, computer

applications can send messages, sometimes known as datagrams, to other hosts on an

Internet Protocol (IP) network without requiring prior communications to set up special

transmission channels or data paths. UDP is sometimes called the Universal Datagram

Protocol. The protocol was designed by David P. Reed in 1980 and formally defined in

RFC 768. UDP uses a simple transmission model without implicit hand-shaking
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dialogues for guaranteeing reliability, ordering, or data integrity. Thus, UDP provides an

unreliable service and datagrams may arrive out of order, appear duplicated, or go

missing without notice. UDP assumes that error checking and correction is either not

necessary or performed in the application, avoiding the overhead of such processing at the

network interface level. Time-sensitive applications often use UDP because dropping

packets ispreferable to using delayed packets. If error correction facilities are needed at

the network interface level, an application may use the Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) or Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) which are designed for this

purpose.

UDP's stateless nature is also useful for servers that answer small queries from huge

numbers of clients. Unlike TCP, UDP is compatible with packet broadcast (sending to all

on local network) and multicasting (send to all subscribers). Common network

applications that use UDP include: the Domain Name System (DNS), streaming media

applications such as IPTV, Voice over IP (VoIP), Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP)

and many online games.

Topic : Example Client Software

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Types

 Highlight Implementation of Connect TCP

 Point out ECHO Service

 Elaborate Web Client Software Factory

Definition/Overview:

Client: A client is an application or system that accesses a remote service on another

computer system, known as a server, by way of a network. The term was first applied to
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devices that were not capable of running their own stand-alone programs, but could interact

with remote computers via a network. These dumb terminals were clients of the time-sharing

mainframe computer. The client-server model is still used today on the Internet, where a user

may connect to a service operating on a remote system through the internet protocol suite.

Web browsers are clients that connect to web servers and retrieve web pages for display.

Most people use e-mail clients to retrieve their e-mail from their internet service provider's

mail storage servers. Online chat uses a variety of clients, which vary depending on the chat

protocol being used. Game Clients usually refer to the software that is the game in only

multiplayer online games for the computer. Increasingly, existing large client applications are

being switched to websites, making the browser a sort of universal client. This avoids the

hassle of downloading a large piece of software onto any computer you want to use the

application on. An example of this is the rise of webmail. In personal computers and

computer workstations, the difference between client and server operating system is often just

a matter of marketing - the server version may contain more operating system components,

allow more simultaneous logins, and may be more expensive, while the client version may

contain more end-user software.

Key Points:

1. Types

Clients are generally classified as either "fat clients", "thin clients", or "hybrid clients".

1.1. Fat

A fat client (also known as a thick client or rich client) is a client that performs the

bulk of any data processing operations itself, and does not necessarily rely on the

server. The fat client is most common in the form of a personal computer, as the

personal computers or laptops can operate independently. Programming environments

for rich clients include Curl, Delphi, Droplets,.Net, Java, win32 and X11.

1.2 Thin

A thin client is a minimal sort of client. Thin clients use the resources of the host

computer. A thin client's job is generally just to graphically display pictures provided

by an application server, which performs the bulk of any required data processing.
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Programming environments for thin clients include JavaScript/AJAX (client side

automation), ASP, JSP, Ruby on Rails, Python's Django, PHP and other (depends on

server-side backend and uses HTML pages or rich media like Flash, Flex or

Silverlight on client).

1.3. Hybrid

A hybrid client is a mixture of the above two client models. Similar to a fat client, it

processes locally, but relies on the server for storage data. This approach offers

features from both the fat client (multimedia support, high performance) and the thin

client (high manageability, flexibility).

2. Implementation of Connect TCP

TiVo allows two kinds of beacon: one that's broadcast over the LAN on UDP, and one

that's sent by TCP when a client connects directly, via the "Manually add a server..."

menu in MP&M. Currently, pyTivo only supports the broadcast beacon. I've written

support for the other kind of beacon, so that a pyTivo host can be accessed from clients

outside a LAN, if desired.

3. ECHO Service

The echo service is an Internet protocol defined in RFC 862. It was originally proposed

for testing and measurement of round-trip times in IP networks. While still available on

most UNIX-like operating systems, testing and measurement is now performed with the

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), using the applications ping and traceroute. A

host may connect to a server that supports the echo protocol on either TCP or UDP port 7.

The server then sends back any data it receives, with no modification by the echo server.

On Linux, FreeBSD, and other UNIX-like operating systems an echo server is built into

the inetd daemon. As a generic network service which is guaranteed to read, and

additionally write back, what is sent to it. Such a service is useful for debugging TCP and

UDP based network code (such as event-loops) without disrupting the current operation

of existing services.
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4. Web Client Software Factory

Chargen is short for Character Generator and is a service that generates random

characters either in one UDP packet containing a random number (between 0 and 512) of

characters, or a TCP session. The UDP Chargen server looks for a UDP packet on port 19

and responds with the random character packet. With TCP Chargen, the server sends as a

continuous stream of TCP packets once a connection is made, and until the session closes.

The data is thrown away. Chargen is used to find the cause for dropped packets. It uses

TCP/UDP port 19. An infiltrator can create a DoS attack by spoofing an IP address and

causing two devices to send random traffic to each other. The Daytime protocol is another

testing tool and uses port 13 for both UDP and TCP versions. On receipt of a datagram to

port 13, the server in the UDP version, sends the current date and time in ASCII format in

a datagram. The TCP version, on receipt of a datagram to port 13, and once the

connection is established, sends the date and time in ASCII format and closes the

connection. Discard is another debugging tool where data is sent to port 9 and the

recipient simply throws it away. This data can either be a UDP packet or a TCP stream

that is opened until closed by the sender. The EchoService is a simple web service that

complies with the OMII web services and provides a simple echo operation, that when

invoked bills the user on the account service. Billing an account is the most typical

operation an OMII-like service is required to perform.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Algorithms And Issues In Server Software Design

Iterative, Connectionless Servers (Udp)

Iterative, Connection-Oriented Servers (Tcp)

Concurrent, Connection-Oriented Servers (Tcp)

Using Threads For Concurrency (Tcp)

Single-Thread, Concurrent Servers (Tcp)

Topic : Algorithms And Issues In Server Software Design
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Server Algorithm

 Highlight Concurrent Algorithm

 Elaborate Iterative Algorithm

 Evaluate Connection-Oriented access

 Examine Connectionless access

 Point out Transport Protocol Semantics

 Define Server Types

Definition/Overview:

The X Window System (commonly X or X11) is a computer software system and network

protocol that provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for networked computers. It

implements the X display protocol and provides windowing on raster graphics (bitmap)

computer displays and manages keyboard and pointing device control functions. In its

standard distribution, it is a complete, albeit simple, display and human interface solution, but

also delivers a standard toolkit and protocol stack for building graphical user interfaces on

most Unix-like operating systems and OpenVMS, and has been ported to many other

contemporary general purpose operating systems. Most modern GUIs developed for Linux

and other UNIX-like systems, such as GNOME, KDE, and Xfce, use the X Window System

as a foundation. X provides the basic framework, or primitives, for building such GUI

environments: drawing and moving windows on the screen and interacting with a mouse

and/or keyboard. X does not mandate the user interface individual client programs handle

this. As such, the visual styling of X-based environments varies greatly; different programs

may present radically different interfaces. X is built as an additional application layer on top

of the operating system kernel.

Unlike previous display protocols, X was specifically designed to be used over network

connections rather than on an integral or attached display device. X features network

transparency: the machine where an application program (the client application) runs can

differ from the user's local machine (the display server). X originated at MIT in 1984. The

current protocol version, X11, appeared in September 1987. The X.Org Foundation leads the
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X project, with the current reference implementation, X.org Server, available as free software

under the MIT License and similar permissive licences.

Key Points:

1. Server Algorithm

Cristian's Algorithm is a method for clock synchronisation which can be used in many

fields of distributive computer science but is primarily used in low-latency intranets.

Cristian observed that this simple algorithm is probabilistic, in that it only achieves

synchronisation if the round-trip time (RTT) of the request is short compared to required

accuracy. It also suffers in implementations using a single server, making it unsuitable for

many distributive applications where redundancy may be crucial. The problem was first

posed by Mark Manasse, Lyle A. McGeoch and Daniel Sleator. The most prominent open

question concerning the k-server problem is the so-called k-server conjecture, also posed

by Manasse et al. This conjecture states that there is an algorithm for solving the k-server

problem in an arbitrary metric space and for any number k of servers that has competitive

ratio at most k. Manasse et al. were able to prove their conjecture when k = 2, and for

more general values of k when the metric space is restricted to have exactly k+1 points.

Chrobak and Larmore proved the conjecture for tree metrics. The special case of metrics

in which all distances are equal is called the paging problem because it models the

problem of page replacement algorithms in memory caches, and was also already known

to have a k-competitive algorithm. Fiat et al. first proved that there exists an algorithm

with finite competitive ratio for any constant k and any metric space, and finally

Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou proved a competitive ratio of 2k - 1. However, despite the

efforts of many other researchers, reducing the competitive ratio to k or providing a

higher lower bound remains open as of 2006.

2. Concurrent Algorithm

Concurrent computing is a form of computing in which programs are designed as

collections of interacting computational processes that may be executed in parallel.
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Concurrent programs can be executed sequentially on a single processor by interleaving

the execution steps of each computational process, or executed in parallel by assigning

each computational process to one of a set of processors that may be in close proximity or

distributed across a network. The main challenges in designing concurrent programs are

ensuring the correct sequencing of the interactions or communications between different

computational processes, and coordinating access to resources that are shared between

processes. A number of different methods can be used to implement concurrent programs,

such as implementing each computational process as an operating system process, or

implementing the computational processes as a set of threads within a single operating

system process.

3. Iterative Algorithm

A recursive algorithm is one that invokes (makes reference to) itself repeatedly until a

certain condition matches, which is a method common to functional programming.

Iterative algorithms use repetitive constructs like loops and sometimes additional data

structures like stacks to solve the given problems. Some problems are naturally suited for

one implementation or the other. For example, towers of hanoiis well understood in

recursive implementation. Every recursive version has an equivalent (but possibly more

or less complex) iterative version, and vice versa. Algorithms are usually discussed with

the assumption that computers execute one instruction of an algorithm at a time. Those

computers are sometimes called serial computers. An algorithm designed for such an

environment is called a serial algorithm, as opposed to parallel algorithms or distributed

algorithms. Parallel algorithms take advantage of computer architectures where several

processors can work on a problem at the same time, whereas distributed algorithms utilize

multiple machines connected with a network. Parallel or distributed algorithms divide the

problem into more symmetrical or asymmetrical subproblems and collect the results back

together. The resource consumption in such algorithms is not only processor cycles on

each processor but also the communication overhead between the processors. Sorting

algorithms can be parallelized efficiently, but their communication overhead is expensive.

Iterative algorithms are generally parallelizable. Some problems have no parallel

algorithms, and are called inherently serial problems.

4. Connection-Oriented access
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Connection-oriented Ethernet refers to the transformation of the Ethernet computer-

networking protocol, a connectionless protocol by design, into a connection-oriented

protocol. The aim of connection-oriented Ethernet is to create a networking technology

that combines the flexibility and cost-efficiency of Ethernet with the reliability of

connection-oriented protocols. Traditional carrier networks deliver services at very high

(99.999%) availability. Switched data transport networks are different, as they offer new

and different services based on features as statistical multiplexing and complex

connectivity schemes (any point to any point). Moreover packet transport equipment

which makes the machinery of data networking, leaving most of the carrier-grade

qualities such as quality of service, routing, provisioning, and security, to be realized by

packet processing. Addressing these needs in a cost-efficient way is the challenge of all

packet-based technologies as next-generation network services emerge and converge over

packet-based transport solutions (such as the Internet).

The IP-MPLS approach aims at providing guaranteed services over the Internet Protocol

using a multitude of networking protocols to create, maintain and handle packet data

streams. While this approach solves the problem, it inevitably also creates a great deal of

complexity as well as poor network utilization. This brought about the emergence of

connection-oriented Ethernet which includes a variety of methodologies to utilize

Ethernet for the same functionalities otherwise based on extensive IP protocols. The

challenge of carrier Ethernet is to add carrier-grade functionality to Ethernet equipment

without losing the cost-effectiveness and simplicity that made it attractive in the first

place. To meet this challenge, common (mainly IEEE 802.1ah/PBT and T-MPLS)

connection-oriented Ethernet solutions have chosen to rid themselves of the complex

parts of packet transport to achieve stability and control.

5. Connectionless access

The connection-mode and connectionless-mode transport services are specified by ITU-T

Rec. X.214 [ISO/IEC 8072]; the protocol that provides the connection-mode service is

specified by ITU-T Rec. X.224 [ISO/IEC 8073], and the protocol that provides the

connectionless-mode service is specified by ITU-T Rec. X.234. The transport layer

transfers data between source and destination processes. Generally, two connection

modes are recognized, connection-oriented or connectionless. Connection-oriented

service establishes a dedicated virtual circuit and offers various grades of guaranteed
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delivery, ensuring that data received is identical to data transmitted. Connectionless mode

provides only best-effort service without the built-in ability to correct errors, which

includes complete loss of data without notifying the data source of the failure. No logical

connection, and no persistent state of the transaction exists between the endpoints,

lending the connectionless mode low overhead and potentially better real-time

performance for timing-critical applications such as voice and video transmissions.

6. Transport Protocol Semantics

The ability to configure transport protocols from collections of smaller software modules

allows the characteristics of the protocol to be customized for a specific application or

network technology. This paper describes a configurable transport protocol system called

CTP in which microprotocols implementing individual attributes of transport can be

combined into a composite protocol that realizes the desired overall functionality. In

addition to describing the overall architecture of CTP and its microprotocols, this paper

also presents experiments on both local area and wide area platforms that illustrate the

flexibility of CTP and how its ability to match more closely application needs can result

in better application performance. The prototype implementation of CTP has been built

using the C version of the Cactus microprotocol composition framework running on

Linux.

7. Server Types

 Application Servers

Sometimes referred to as a type of middleware, application servers occupy a large

chunk of computing territory between database servers and the end user, and they

often connect the two. Middleware is a software that connects two otherwise separate

applications For example, there are a number of middleware products that link a

database system to a Web server This allows users to request data from the database

using forms displayed on a Web browser and it enables the Web server to return

dynamic Web pages based on the user's requests and profile. The term middleware is

used to describe separate products that serve as the glue between two applications. It

is, therefore, distinct from import and export features that may be built into one of the

applications. Middleware is sometimes called plumbing because it connects two sides
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of an application and passes data between them. Common middleware categories

include:

o TP monitors

o DCE environments

o RPC systems

o Object Request Brokers (ORBs)

o Database access systems

o Message Passing

 Audio/Video Servers

Audio/Video servers bring multimedia capabilities to Web sites by enabling them to

broadcast streaming multimedia content. Streaming is a technique for transferring

data such that it can be processed as a steady and continuous stream. Streaming

technologies are becoming increasingly important with the growth of the Internet

because most users do not have fast enough access to download large multimedia files

quickly. With streaming, the client browser or plug-in can starts displaying the data

before the entire file has been transmitted. For streaming to work, the client side

receiving the data must be able to collect the data and send it as a steady stream to the

application that is processing the data and converting it to sound or pictures. This

means that if the streaming client receives the data more quickly than required, it

needs to save the excess data in a buffer If the data doesn't come quickly enough,

however, the presentation of the data will not be smooth. There are a number of

competing streaming technologies emerging. For audio data on the Internet, the de

facto standard is Progressive Network's RealAudio.

 Chat Servers

Chat servers enable a large number of users to exchange information in an

environment similar to Internet newsgroups that offer real-time discussion

capabilities. Real time means occurring immediately. The term is used to describe a

number of different computer features. For example, real-time operating systems are

systems that respond to input immediately. They are used for such tasks as navigation,

in which the computer must react to a steady flow of new information without
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interruption. Most general-purpose operating systems are not real-time because they

can take a few seconds, or even minutes, to react. Real time can also refer to events

simulated by a computer at the same speed that they would occur in real life. In

graphics animation, for example, a real-time program would display objects moving

across the screen at the same speed that they would actually move.

 Fax Servers

A fax server is an ideal solution for organizations looking to reduce incoming and

outgoing telephone resources but that need to fax actual documents.

 FTP Servers

One of the oldest of the Internet services, File Transfer Protocol makes it possible to

move one or more files securely between computers while providing file security and

organization as well as transfer control.

 Groupware Servers

A GroupWare server is software designed to enable users to collaborate, regardless of

location, via the Internet or a corporate Intranet and to work together in a virtual

atmosphere.

 IRC Servers

An option for those seeking real-time capabilities, Internet Relay Chat consists of

various separate networks (or "nets") of servers that allow users to connect to each

other via an IRC network.
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 List Servers

List servers offer a way to better manage mailing lists, whether they are interactive

discussions open to the public or one-way lists that deliver announcements,

newsletters, or advertising.

 Mail Servers

Almost as ubiquitous and crucial as Web servers, mail servers move and store mail

over corporate networks via LANs and WANs and across the Internet.

 News Servers

News servers act as a distribution and delivery source for the thousands of public

news groups currently accessible over the USENET news network. USENET is a

worldwide bulletin board system that can be accessed through the Internet or through

many online services The USENET contains more than 14,000 forums called

newsgroups that cover every imaginable interest group. It is used daily by millions of

people around the world.

 Proxy Servers

Proxy servers sit between a client program typically a Web browser and an external

server (typically another server on the Web) to filter requests, improve performance,

and share connections.

 Telnet Servers

A Telnet server enables users to log on to a host computer and perform tasks as if

they're working on the remote computer itself.
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 Web Servers

At its core, a Web server serves static content to a Web browser by loading a file from

a disk and serving it across the network to a user's Web browser. The browser and

server talking to each other using HTTP mediate this entire exchange.

Topic : Iterative, Connectionless Servers (Udp)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Iterative development

 Highlight Passive Socket

 Elaborate Waterfall vs. Iterative Development

 Evaluate Assembly of passive socket

 Point out TIME Server

Definition/Overview:

Iterative and Incremental development is a cyclic software development process developed in

response to the weaknesses of the waterfall model. It starts with an initial planning and ends

with deployment with the cyclic interaction in between. The iterative and incremental

development is an essential part of the Rational Unified Process, the Dynamic Systems

Development Method, Extreme Programming and generally the agile software development

frameworks. Incremental development is a scheduling and staging strategy, in which the

various parts of the system are developed at different times or rates, and integrated as they are

completed. It does not imply, require nor preclude iterative development or waterfall

development - both of those are rework strategies. The alternative to incremental

development is to develop the entire system with a "big bang" integration.

Iterative development is a rework scheduling strategy in which time is set aside to revise and

improve parts of the system. It does not presuppose incremental development, but works very
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well with it. A typical difference is that the output from an increment is not necessarily

subject to further refinement, and its testing or user feedback is not used as input for revising

the plans or specifications of the successive increments. On the contrary, the output from an

iteration is examined for modification, and especially for revising the targets of the

successive iterations. The two terms were merged in practical use in the mid-1990s. The

authors of the Unified Process (UP) and the Rational Unified Process (RUP) selected the term

"iterative development", and "iterations" to generally mean any combination of incremental

and iterative development. Most people saying "iterative" development mean that they do

both incremental and iterative development. Some project teams get into trouble by doing

only one and not the other without realizing it.

Key Points:

1. Iterative development

Iterative development slices the deliverable business value (system functionality) into

iterations. In each iteration a slice of functionality is delivered through cross-discipline

work, starting from the model/requirements through to the testing/deployment. The

unified process groups iterations into phases: inception, elaboration, construction, and

transition.

 Inception identifies project scope, risks, and requirements (functional and non-functional) at a

high level but in enough detail that work can be estimated.

 Elaboration delivers a working architecture that mitigates the top risks and fulfills the non-

functional requirements.

 Construction incrementally fills-in the architecture with production-ready code produced

from analysis, design, implementation, and testing of the functional requirements.

 Transition delivers the system into the production operating environment.

Each of the phases may be divided into 1 or more iterations, which are usually time-

boxed rather than feature-boxed. Architects and analysts work one iteration ahead of

developers and testers to keep their work-product backlog full.

2. Passive Socket
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Direct Client-to-Client (DCC) is an IRC-related sub-protocol enabling peers to

interconnect using an IRC server for handshaking in order to exchange files or perform

non-relayed chats. Once established, a typical DCC session runs independently from the

IRC server. Originally designed to be used with ircII it is now supported by many IRC

clients. DCC connections can be initiated in two different ways:

 The most common way is to use CTCP to initiate a DCC session. The CTCP is sent from one

user, over the IRC network, to another user.

 Another way to initiate a DCC session is for the client to connect directly to the DCC server.

Using this method, no traffic will go across the IRC network (the parties involved do not

need to be connected to an IRC network in order to DCC).

SDCC (Secure Direct Client-to-Client), also known as DCC SCHAT is a variation of the

DCC protocol for allowing two individuals to chat privately over IRC with encryption.

The DCC send exploit can refer to two bugs, a variant buffer overflow error in mIRC

triggered by filenames longer than 14 characters and an input validation error in some

routers manufactured by Netgear, D-Link and Linksys, triggered by the use of port 0. The

router exploit, in particular, may be triggered when the phrase DCC SEND appears

anywhere in a TCP stream on port 6667, not just when an actual DCC SEND request has

been made.

3. Waterfall vs. Iterative Development

Waterfall development completes the project-wide work-products of each discipline in a

single step before moving on to the next discipline in the next step. Business value is

delivered all at once, and only at the very end of the project. Guidelines that drive the

implementation and analysis include:

 Any difficulty in design, coding and testing a modification should signal the need for

redesign or re-coding.

 Modifications should fit easily into isolated and easy-to-find modules. If they do not, some

redesign is needed.

 Modifications to tables should be especially easy to make. If any table modification is not

quickly and easily done, redesign is indicated.
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 Modifications should become easier to make as the iterations progress. If they are not, there

is a basic problem such as a design flaw or a proliferation of patches.

 Patches should normally be allowed to exist for only one or two iterations. Patches may be

necessary to avoid redesigning during an implementation phase.

 The existing implementation should be analysed frequently to determine how well it

measures up to project goals.

 Program analysis facilities should be used whenever available to aid in the analysis of partial

implementations.

 User reaction should be solicited and analyzed for indications of deficiencies in the current

implementation.

4. Assembly of passive socket

An assembly for an optical home network includes a socket having input and output

optical fibers, for transmitting optical signals, installed at corresponding positions of both

sides of a connection hole. The assembly further includes a plug connected to a device

and including input and output optical transmission lines respectively connected to the

input and output optical fibers when the plug is inserted into the connection hole of the

socket so as to be connected to the socket. The optical signals transmitted through the

input and output optical fibers pass through the socket when the plug is not connected to

the passive socket, and are transmitted to the device through the plug when the plug is

connected to the socket. The present invention enables the use of a single passive socket

for multiple types of flash media cards. The present invention provides this by

implementing circuitry with a detection scheme (1410, 1610) that notifies a host

controller of the type of media card that has been inserted. The form factors and detection

scheme can be designed to meet PCMCIA CardBus Plus standards.

5. TIME Server

A time server is a server computer that reads the actual time from a reference clock and

distributes this information to its clients using a computer network. The time server may

be a local network time server or an internet time server. The most important and widely-

used protocol for distributing and synchronising time is the Network Time Protocol
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(NTP), though other less-popular or outdated time protocols continue in use. The time

reference used by a time server could be another time server on the network or the

Internet, a connected radio clock or an atomic clock. The most common true time source

is a GPS or GPS master clock. Time servers are sometimes multi-purpose network

servers, dedicated network servers, or dedicated devices. All a dedicated time server does

is provide accurate time. An existing network server (e.g. a file server) can become a time

server with additional software. The NTP homepage provides a free and widely-used

reference implementation of the NTP server and client for many popular operating

systems. The other choice is a dedicated time server device. The term "stratum" is used to

label the closeness to a central or high quality time server. The stratum indicates the place

of a particular time server in a hierarchy of servers. The scale is 0 to 14 where 0 is the

most accurate and likely a highly specialized physical hardware device. Some time clients

will reject a time update from a server whose stratum is too high, and most will prefer low

strata time sources to higher ones. This can be a pitfall for administrators setting up an in-

house time server with no true time source. NTP uses Marzullo's algorithm, and includes

support for features such as leap seconds. NTPv4 can usually maintain time to within 10

milliseconds (1/100 s) over the public Internet, and can achieve accuracies of 200

microseconds (1/5000 s) or better in local area networks under ideal conditions. In the

Internet, NTP synchronizes computer system clocks to UTC; in isolated LANs, NTP is

also commonly used to synchronize to UTC, but in principle it could be used to distribute

a different time scale, for example local zone time. The operational details of NTP are

illustrated in RFC 778, RFC 891, RFC 956, RFC 958, and RFC 1305. The current

reference implementation is version 4 (NTPv4); however, as of 2005, only versions up to

3 (1992) have been documented in RFCs. The IETF NTP Working Group has formed to

standardize the work of the NTP community since RFC 1305 et al. A less complex form

of NTP that does not require storing information about previous communications is

known as the Simple Network Time Protocol or SNTP. It is used in some embedded

devices and in applications where high accuracy timing is not required. See RFC 1361,

RFC 1769, RFC 2030, and RFC 4330. Note that NTP provides just the UTC time, and no

information about time zones or daylight saving time. This information is outside its

scope and must be obtained separately (most systems allow it to be set manually).
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Topic : Iterative, Connection-Oriented Servers (Tcp)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Passive TCP Socket

 Highlight Connectionless protocol

 Elaborate Iterative server

 Evaluate Spawn Server

 Point out Connection-Oriented Session Emulation

Definition/Overview:

A connection-oriented networking protocol is one that delivers a stream of data in the same

order as it was sent, after first establishing a communication session. It may be a circuit

switched connection, or a virtual circuit connection in a packet switched network. In the latter

case, it identifies traffic flows by some connection identifier rather than by explicitly listing

source and destination addresses. Typically, this connection identifier is a small integer (10

bits for Frame Relay, 24 for ATM, for example). This makes network switches substantially

faster (as routing tables are just simple look-up tables, and are trivial to implement in

hardware). The impact is so great, in fact, that even characteristically connectionless

protocols, such as IP traffic, are being tagged with connection-oriented header prefixes (e.g.,

as with MPLS, or IPv6's built-in Flow ID field). Example of a connection-oriented protocol

at the transport layer is the TCP protocol. Connection-oriented protocols are not necessarily

reliable protocols. ATM and Frame Relay, for example, are both examples of a connection-

oriented, unreliable protocol. There are also reliable connectionless protocols as well, such as

AX.25 when it passes data in I-frames. But this combination is rare, and reliable-

connectionless is uncommon in commercial and academic networks.

Key Points:

1. Passive TCP Socket
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Connection-oriented protocols handle real-time traffic substantially more efficiently than

connectionless protocols, which is why ATM has yet to be replaced by Ethernet for

carrying real-time, isochronous traffic streams, especially in heavily aggregated networks

like backbones, where the motto "bandwidth is cheap" fails to deliver on its promise.

Experience has also shown that over-provisioning bandwidth does not resolve all quality

of service issues. Hence, (10- ) gigabit Ethernet is not expected to replace ATM at this

time.

2. Connectionless protocol

In telecommunications, connectionless describes communication between two network

end points in which a message can be sent from one end point to another without prior

arrangement. The device at one end of the communication transmits data to the other,

without first ensuring that the recipient is available and ready to receive the data. The

device sending a message simply sends it addressed to the intended recipient. As such

there are more frequent problems with transmission than with connection-oriented

protocols and it may be necessary to resend the data several times. Connectionless

protocols are often disfavored by network administrators because it is much harder to

filter malicious packets from a connectionless protocol using a firewall. The Internet

Protocol (IP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) are connectionless protocols, but

TCP/IP (the most common use of IP) is connection-oriented. Connectionless protocols are

usually described as stateless because the endpoints have no protocol-defined way to

remember where they are in a "conversation" of message exchanges. The alternative to

the connectionless approach uses connection-oriented protocols, which are sometimes

described as stateful because they can keep track of a conversation.

3. Iterative server

In the iterative server example, a single server job handles all incoming connections and

all data flows with the client jobs. When the accept() API completes, the server handles

the entire transaction. This is the easiest server to develop, but it does have a few

problems. While the server is handling the request from a given client, additional clients

could be trying to get to the server. These requests fill the listen() backlog and some of

them will be rejected eventually. All of the remaining examples are concurrent server

designs. In these designs, the system uses multiple jobs and threads to handle the
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incoming connection requests. With a concurrent server there are usually multiple clients

that connect to the server at the same time.

4. Spawn Server

The spawn() server and spawn() worker example uses the spawn() API to create a new

job (often called a "child job") to handle each incoming request. After spawn() completes,

the server can then wait on the accept() API for the next incoming connection to be

received. The only problem with this server design is the performance overhead of

creating a new job each time a connection is received. You can avoid the performance

overhead of the spawn() server example by using pre-started jobs. Instead of creating a

new job each time a connection is received, the incoming connection is given to a job that

is already active. If the child job is already active, the sendmsg() and recvmsg() APIs.

Servers that use sendmsg() and recvmsg() APIs to pass descriptors remain unhindered

during heavy activity. They do not need to know which worker job is going to handle

each incoming connection.When a server calls sendmsg(), the descriptor for the incoming

connection and any control data are put in an internal queue for the AF_UNIX socket.

When a worker job becomes available, it calls recvmsg() and receives the first descriptor

and the control data that was in the queue.

5. Connection-Oriented Session Emulation

Communications between requesters of information (clients) and providers of information

(servers) via various protocol communication schemes. Referring to FIG. 1, a popular

protocol, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), forms a TCP communication session 14

between a client 10 and a server 12. A "session" here means any stateful (or state-based)

connection or stateful communications stream, using, e.g., TCP as a networking transport.

Client 10 and server 12 issue respective sets of primitives 16 and 18 that are translated

into TCP messages which govern their communication. Server 12 "listens" to one or more

of its communications ports until a client 10 transmits a "connect" instruction. Then

server 12 and client 10 post "send" and "receive" messages for transmitting data packets,

after which session 14 is "closed" by both client 10 and server 12. Each client and server

participating in a TCP session must have a valid network address such that the network

correctly routes information between client and server. Electronic mail (e-mail) service

can be accomplished by such client/server TCP communications over a network. Two
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protocols typically govern TCP e-mail communications: IMAP (or Interactive Mail

Access Protocol) governs requests for e-mail messages from an e-mail server, and SMTP

(or Simple Mail Transport Protocol) governs the packaging and sending of e-mail

messages to the e-mail server. As shown in FIG. 2, IMAP and SMTP TCP sessions 24

can be formed between an e-mail client 20 (e.g., a computer user with a network e-mail

account) and an e-mail server 22 (e.g., the network server that receives, stores, and

retrieves e-mail messages).

Should developers and service providers wish to allow e-mail clients to send and receive

e-mail messages across public networks such as the Internet in a secure fashion, or easily

through a "firewall", (or conduct other, similar, TCP sessions for other types of

applications), such developers and providers face several difficulties. First, many TCP

standard protocols (e.g., IMAP and SMTP) do not provide encryption. Since many TCP

applications (e.g., e-mail) are required by users to provide secure communications,

separate encryption schemes would need to be written and then made available at both

client and server. Second, while local LANs can provide strictly valid network addresses

for conducting a communication session between client (such as an individual LAN PC)

and a server (such as an e-mail service provider), local LAN network addresses are

typically stripped, or translated to other, proxy addresses by Internet routers. To create a

TCP session over the Internet, a custom proxy addressing application would have to been

written and loaded into the client router. In general, in one aspect, the invention features a

method for emulating a connection-oriented session across a network between a client

and a server, using a stateless communication protocol, including the steps of maintaining

a persistent proxy coupling with the server, and transiently establishing a transient proxy

coupling between a communication medium server and the persistent proxy coupling, the

communication medium server being coupled to the network for passing communications

packets back and forth with the client.

Embodiments of the invention may include the following features. The connection-

oriented session can be a TCP session. The stateless communication protocol can be

HTTP. The network can be a TCP/IP-compatible network. The communication medium

server can be an HTTP server. A connection-oriented session request issued by the client

can be translated into a stateless communication protocol-compliant message. The

stateless communication protocol-compliant message can be translated back into the
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connection-oriented session request and provided to the server, and the transient proxy

coupling can translate the stateless communication protocol-compliant message back into

the connection-oriented session request. The persistent proxy coupling can remain active

during the connection-oriented session. The transient proxy coupling can close

substantially coincident with the transmission of data from the server to the client. The

persistent proxy coupling can signal the transient proxy coupling to close, and can do so if

it has not received data from the server for a selected length of time. The transient proxy

coupling can be initiated by the communication medium server upon receiving a message

from the client. The persistent proxy coupling, if not already active, can be initiated by

the transient proxy coupling. The transient proxy coupling and the persistent proxy

coupling can be closed at the end of the connection-oriented session. The client and the

communication medium server can use encryption techniques for exchanging

communication packets. The communication medium server can be an HTTP server and

the encryption techniques can be SSL. The client and the communication medium server

can use compression techniques for exchanging communication packets. In general, in

another aspect, the invention features an apparatus for emulating a connection-oriented

session across a network between a client and a server, using a stateless communication

protocol, the connection-oriented session being mediated through a communication

medium server, the communication medium server being coupled to the network for

passing communications packets back and forth with the client, the apparatus including a

persistent proxy coupled to the server, and a transient proxy coupled between the

communication medium server and the persistent proxy.

Topic : Concurrent, Connection-Oriented Servers (Tcp)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain ECHO Service

 Highlight Iterative Implementations
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 Evaluate Concurrent Implementations

 Elaborate Errant Processes

Definition/Overview:

Internetworking with TCP/IP, Volume III describes the fundamental concepts of client-server

computing used to build all distributed computing systems, and presents an in-depth guide to

the Posix sockets standard utilized by Linux and other operating systems. Dr. Douglas E.

Comer compares leading server designs, and describes the key tools and techniques used to

build clients and servers, including Remote Procedure Call (RPC). The book contains

examples of running programs that illustrate each approach. KEY TOPICS: Comer

introduces the client-server model and its software design implications; the role of concurrent

processing and threads; the Socket API, and differences that impact Linux programmers.

Understand the key algorithms and issues associated with client and server software design;

then review three leading approaches: iterative, connectionless servers (UPD); and both

iterative and concurrent connection-oriented servers (TCP). The book contains extensive

coverage of threading, on using threads for concurrency; as well as coverage of single-

threaded and multi-threaded concurrent servers. Comer introduces multi-protocol and multi-

service services; reviews client concurrency; tunneling at the transport and application levels;

and external data representation (XDR). He reviews RPC, distributed program generation,

NFS concepts and protocol; Telnet; streaming media transport; and finally, techniques for

avoiding deadlock and starvation in client-server systems.

Key Points:

1. ECHO Service

The echo service is an Internet protocol defined in RFC 862. It was originally proposed

for testing and measurement of round-trip times in IP networks. While still available on

most UNIX-like operating systems, testing and measurement is now performed with the

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), using the applications ping and traceroute. A

host may connect to a server that supports the echo protocol on either TCP or UDP port 7.

The server then sends back any data it receives, with no modification by the echo server.

A track record of smooth implementations, specialist consultancy and market leading

customer service all highlight Echo's reliability. Evidence of high-performance service
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delivery is complemented by a high-performance business culture: Echo's people, from

contact agent to executive board, are recruited on the basis of the value they can add to

our customers. If the UDP-small-servers command is enabled, a Cisco IOS software

device may reply to malformed UDP echo packets with some of the contents stored in a

router's memory. By repeatedly sending malformed UDP echo packets and capturing the

replies, an attacker can obtain portions of the data that is stored in a router's memory.

2. Iterative Implementations

This work has been motivated by previous results concerning iterative implementations of

linear multiuser receivers, under the assumption of long random sequences. We explore

implementation issues for such iterative methods for finite system dimensions. We

consider the Chebyshev iteration using estimates of the extreme eigenvalues based on the

Gersgorin circle theorem. This method achieves the same bit error rate performance as

direct implementation yet requiring very few iterations. This reduces the computational

cost of the receiver

3. Concurrent Implementations

The synthesis problem is to decide for a deterministic transition system whether a Petri

net with an isomorphic reachability graph exists and in case to find such a net (which

must have the arc-labels of the transition system as transitions). In this paper, we weaken

isomorphism to some form of bisimilarity that also takes concurrency into account and

we consider safe nets that may have additional internal transitions. To speak of

concurrency, the transition system is enriched by an independence relation to an

asynchronous transition system. Given an arbitrary asynchronous transition system, we

construct an STbisimilar net. We show how to decide effectively whether there exists a

bisimilar net without internal transitions, in which case we can also find a

historypreserving bisimilar net without internal transitions. Finally, we present a

construction that inserts a new internal event into an asynchronous transition system such

that the result is history-preserving bisimilar; this construction can help to find a history-

preserving bisimilar net (with internal transitions). Non-imperative programming models

can simplify the development of fault-tolerant software, in part because of their potential
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for automatically generating concurrent implementations. This paper describes the design

of a concurrent implementation of FTAG, a previously-described functional model for

writing fault-tolerant software based on attribute grammars. The implementation involves

translating FTAG programs into Concurrent ML (CML), a strongly-typed version of ML

supporting multi-threaded execution. The program convertor that realizes this translation

is described, together with node and workspace managers that manage the computation

tree and stable storage abstraction, respectively.

4. Errant Processes

The present invention relates to a method and system for efficiently identifying errant

processes in a computer system using an operating system (OS) error recovery method

that identifies if the error caused by the errant process can be recovered and, if so, can

recover from the error. The method and system of the present invention operates after

standard Error Correcting Code (ECC) and parity check bit methods and systems are

unsuccessful in recovering from the error In accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention, the method and system includes detecting an error during instruction

execution, storing a physical address of an errant process that caused the error, and

storing an execution instruction pointer (IP) in an interruption instruction pointer (IIP).

The method further includes determining a first virtual address from an operating system

mapping table, determining a second virtual address from a translation look-aside buffer,

and identifying the errant process, if the physical address and the second virtual address

match the physical address and the first virtual address. All semiconductor integrated

circuits, including microprocessors, are subject to soft errors, which are caused by alpha

particle bombardment and gamma ray radiation. If left undetected, these soft errors can

cause data corruption, leading to undefined behaviors in computer systems. To combat

problems caused by these soft errors, many microprocessors today use parity or Error

Correcting Code (ECC) check bits to protect the critical memory structures inside the

chips. While parity protection allows soft errors to be detected only, ECC can both detect

and correct the errors, however, the correction hardware is often expensive in terms of the

silicon area that it consumes and the timing impact that it has on the final operation

frequency of the processor. For this reason, this extra correction hardware is often not

implemented. Alternatively, many hardware implementations have used a hybrid scheme
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in which more performance sensitive errors have been corrected fully in the hardware

while less performance sensitive ones have been handled in software. So, with both parity

and ECC protection schemes, there is a desire to implement an efficient software error

correction scheme. In a typical software error correction scheme, whenever a soft error is

detected by the hardware, execution control is transferred to an error handler. The error

handler can then terminate the offending process (or processes) to contain the error and

minimize its impact. After the error is handled by the error handler, the terminated

process (or processes) can be restarted. In this way, since only the offending process (or

processes) is (are) affected, the system remains intact.

Topic : Using Threads For Concurrency (Tcp)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Processes and Threads

 Highlight Processes

 Evaluate Threads

 Explain Thread Objects

 Define Concurrency

 Describe LinuxThreads

Definition/Overview:

All semiconductor integrated circuits, including microprocessors, are subject to soft errors,

which are caused by alpha particle bombardment and gamma ray radiation. If left undetected,

these soft errors can cause data corruption, leading toundefined behaviors in computer

systems. To combat problems caused by these soft errors, many microprocessors today use

parity or Error Correcting Code (ECC) check bits to protect the critical memory structures

inside the chips. While parity protectionallows soft errors to be detected only, ECC can both

detect and correct the errors, however, the correction hardware is often expensive in terms of
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the silicon area that it consumes and the timing impact that it has on the final operation

frequency ofthe processor. For this reason, this extra correction hardware is often not

implemented. Alternatively, many hardware implementations have used a hybrid scheme in

which more performance sensitive errors have been corrected fully in the hardware whileless

performance sensitive ones have been handled in software. So, with both parity and ECC

protection schemes, there is a desire to implement an efficient software error correction

scheme. In a typical software error correction scheme, whenever a soft error is detected by

the hardware, execution control is transferred to an error handler. The error handler can then

terminate the offending process (or processes) to contain the error and minimize its impact.

After the error is handled by the error handler, the terminated process (or processes) can be

restarted. In this way, since only the offending process (or processes) is (are) affected, the

system remains intact.

Key Points:

1. Processes and Threads

In concurrent programming, there are two basic units of execution: processes and threads.

In the Java programming language, concurrent programming is mostly concerned with

threads. However, processes are also important. A computer system normally has many

active processes and threads. This is true even in systems that only have a single

execution core, and thus only have one thread actually executing at any given moment.

Processing time for a single core is shared among processes and threads through an OS

feature called time slicing. It's becoming more and more common for computer systems

to have multiple processors or processors with multiple execution cores. This greatly

enhances a system's capacity for concurrent execution of processes and threads but

concurrency is possible even on simple systems, without multiple processors or execution

cores.

2. Processes

A process has a self-contained execution environment. A process generally has a

complete, private set of basic run-time resources; in particular, each process has its own

memory space. Processes are often seen as synonymous with programs or applications.

However, what the user sees as a single application may in fact be a set of cooperating
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processes. To facilitate communication between processes, most operating systems

support Inter Process Communication (IPC) resources, such as pipes and sockets. IPC is

used not just for communication between processes on the same system, but processes on

different systems. Most implementations of the Java virtual machine run as a single

process. A Java application can create additional processes using a ProcessBuilder object.

Multiprocess applications are beyond the scope of this lesson.

3. Threads

Threads are sometimes called lightweight processes. Both processes and threads provide

an execution environment, but creating a new thread requires fewer resources than

creating a new process. Threads exist within a process every process has at least one.

Threads share the process's resources, including memory and open files. This makes for

efficient, but potentially problematic, communication. Multithreaded execution is an

essential feature of the Java platform. Every application has at least one thread or several,

if you count "system" threads that do things like memory management and signal

handling. But from the application programmer's point of view, you start with just one

thread, called the main thread. This thread has the ability to create additional threads, as

we'll demonstrate in the next section.

4. Thread Objects

Each thread is associated with an instance of the class Thread. There are two basic

strategies for using Thread objects to create a concurrent application.

 To directly control thread creation and management, simply instantiate Thread each time the

application needs to initiate an asynchronous task.

 To abstract thread management from the rest of your application, pass the application's tasks

to an executor.

5. Concurrency

Computer users take it for granted that their systems can do more than one thing at a time.

They assume that they can continue to work in a word processor, while other applications

download files, manage the print queue, and stream audio. Even a single application is

often expected to do more than one thing at a time. For example, that streaming audio
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application must simultaneously read the digital audio off the network, decompress it,

manage playback, and update its display. Even the word processor should always be

ready to respond to keyboard and mouse events, no matter how busy it is reformatting

text or updating the display. Software that can do such things is known as concurrent

software. The Java platform is designed from the ground up to support concurrent

programming, with basic concurrency support in the Java programming language and the

Java class libraries. Since version 5.0, the Java platform has also included high-level

concurrency APIs.

6. LinuxThreads

In the Linux operating system, LinuxThreads was a partial implementation of POSIX

Threads that has since been superseded by the Native POSIX Thread Library (NPTL).

LinuxThreads had a number of problems, mainly owing to the implementation, which

used the clone system call to create a new process sharing the parent's address space. For

example, threads had distinct process identifiers, causing problems for signal handling;

LinuxThreads used the signals SIGUSR1 and SIGUSR2 for inter-thread coordination,

meaning these signals could not be used by programs. To improve the situation, two

competing projects were started to develop a replacement; NGPT (Next Generation

POSIX Threads) and NPTL. NPTL won out and is today shipped with the vast majority

of Linux systems. As of 2006[update], LinuxThreads may still be seen on production

systems, particularly those using version 2.4 or lower of the Linux kernel, as NPTL

requires facilities which were specifically added into the 2.6 version of the kernel for its

use.

Topic : Single-Thread, Concurrent Servers (Tcp)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Explain Data-Driven Processing in a Server

 Evaluate Single-Thread ECHO Server

Definition/Overview:

The POSIX thread libraries are a standards based thread API for C/C++. It allows one to

spawn a new concurrent process flow. It is most effective on multi-processor or multi-core

systems where the process flow can be scheduled to run on another processor thus gaining

speed through parallel or distributed processing. Threads require less overhead than "forking"

or spawning a new process because the system does not initialize a new system virtual

memory space and environment for the process. While most effective on a multiprocessor

system, gains are also found on uniprocessor systems which exploit latency in I/O and other

system functions which may halt process execution. (One thread may execute while another

is waiting for I/O or some other system latency.) Parallel programming technologies such as

MPI and PVM are used in a distributed computing environment while threads are limited to a

single computer system. All threads within a process share the same address space. A thread

is spawned by defining a function and its arguments which will be processed in the thread.

The purpose of using the POSIX thread library in your software is to execute software faster.

Key Points:

1. Data-Driven Processing in a Server

Older TCP/IP implementations on HP JetDirect cards and servers are vulnerable to a wide

variety of Denial of Service (DoS) attacks which subsequently require power cycling the

server or the printer to recover. Most of these sundry problems have been discussed on

the BugTraq mailing list, bugtraq@netspace.org. Most point up a particularly fragile

TCP/IP implementation subject to race conditions and poor error recovery. Older

JetDirect servers and cards attempt to emulate an lpd style printing system. This

emulation suffers from several limitations which may or may not relate to the TCP/IP

vulnerabilities. Because of the single-threaded nature of the older JetDirect interface,

whenever one of the JetDirect access ports is occupied, the other ports are unavailable.

The consequence is that the older JetDirect cannot truly emulate the spooler

characteristics. When the older JetDirect is receiving lpd data, it is unavailable to

lpq/lpstat queries. If anything goes wrong in this single-threaded interface, all access can
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be denied to the printer. Newer JetDirect interfaces feature a web interface for

configuration, access, and control. Because the interface does not use SSL encryption, the

potential exists for exposing sensitive information such as administrative passwords and

configuration information to sniffing attacks. new method of topic layout analysis is

proposed for a topic reader to be used for reading a wide variety of documents. The

proposed system consists of three data-driven processes, i.e., region grouping, region

analysis, and region recognition, and one concept-driven process, i.e., region

modification. Each processing module can communicate with the adjacent modules,

which means there is an interaction between modules. The interaction between data-

driven processing modules organizes clusters from characters in a topic by perceptual

grouping process based on Gestalt laws. The concept-driven process applies hypotheses

to text clusters to solve incorrect perceptual grouping. The interaction between concept-

driven process and data-driven processes verifies hypotheses and forms a layout structure

of a topic consisting of the hierarchical relationships between text blocks and text lines.

Experimental results obtained for 150 documents show the method is adaptable to various

layout styles and is effective for complex documents.

2. Single-Thread ECHO Server

In this mini-program, you will modify the TCP echo client/server programs to support the

broadcast echo function, which is explained below. First, the TCP echo server needs to

handle multiple connected TCP echo clients at the same time. Second, when the TCP

echo server receives a string from a TCP echo client, it needs to send the string to all

connected TCP echo clients. Third, when a TCP echo client receives a string from the

TCP echo server, it needs to display the string on its screen. During operation, a TCP

echo client may connect/disconnect to/from the TCP echo server at any moment and the

TCP echo server should be able to handle such a dynamic situation.

In this mini-program, you will write a multi-thread ftp client and a multi-thread ftp server

programs to speed up a file download. Initially, the ftp server is a single-thread program

waiting for a GET file request from a ftp client. Initially, the ftp client is also a single-

thread program and it sends a GET file request to the ftp server. After receiving the Get

file request, the ftp server sends back the size of the requested file in bytes to the ftp

client. After receiving the file size, the ftp client creates 5 threads, each of which connects

to the ftp server and sends the command Want to download the ith 1/5 part of a requested
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file to the ftp server. The ith thread should download the ith 1/5 part of the requested file.

When the ftp server receives the command Want to download the ith 1/5 part of a

requested file from a client thread, it creates a thread to service the corresponding client

thread. After all client threads have finished their own download, the requested file

should have been downloaded completely. You should measure the performance of this

multi-thread ftp client and server programs to see whether parallel download can speed up

download performance.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Multiprotocol Servers (Tcp, Udp)

Multiservice Servers (Tcp, Udp)

Uniform, Efficient Management Of Server Concurrency

Concurrency In Clients

Tunneling At The Transport And Application Levels

Application Level Gateways

Topic : Multiprotocol Servers (Tcp, Udp)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Multiprotocol Server Design

 Elaborate Multiprotocol DAYTIME Server

Definition/Overview:

The MPS1000 is a WAN/LAN data communications server that is attached to a local area

network to provide wide-area connectivity. A single MPS1000 communications server can

support a number of WAN protocols, each of which can be accessed simultaneously by

multiple clients. The MPS1000 provides two 10/100 Ethernet ports and up to 16 high-speed

WAN serial ports, making it ideal as an intelligent WAN/LAN bridge, a WAN/LAN gateway
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device, or a remote WAN connectivity server. By using the MPS1000 as an SNMP

management device, any computer and/or workstation equipped with TCP/IP on the LAN can

access information from the communications server. The MPS1000 is designed to preserve

the user's software investment by enabling applications to be moved to any of Performance

Technologies WAN products. Its modular design supports virtually any serial

communications protocol.

Key Points:

1. Multiprotocol Server Design

Moving an existing MPS800 application to the MPS1000 architecture adds many benefits

including feature rich hardware, increased port density as well as increased redundancy

options. This topic will outline the changes necessary to update an existing MPS800

application to be compatible with both the MPS800 and MPS1000. One of the benefits

provided through the Performance Technologies WAN protocols is the MPSapi, which is

platform independent and isolates the programmer from the underlying hardware. The

MPSapi interface is utilized with both the MPS800 and MPS1000 platforms, enabling

quick application migration. The paragraphs that follow will outline steps to help migrate

your Performance Technologies WAN protocol based applications from the MPS800 to

the MPS1000. Next-generation radios require a software-defined architecture that

supports multiple protocols while providing standardized hardware that can implement a

broad range of systems from simple baseband to complex wideband radios.

Unlike other SDR development offerings in the market, the SDR Development Platform

is a H/S co-development environment that supplies the full signal chain for a

multiprotocol software-defined radio, including RF front-end module, data conversion

module and digital processing module. By separating out the baseband, IF and RF as

distinct modules rather than as a single, fixed architecture, developers are able to extend

their radio development capabilities, as well as optimize for cost and power consumption,

by substituting their own or third party modules. This flexibility is vital, as it gives
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developers the ability to adjust their products around the industry's constantly varying

requirements. The digital processing module capitalizes on the performance and

architecture benefits of TI's TMS320DM6446 SoC comprised of TI's TMS320CC64x+

DSP core and an ARM9 general-purpose processor. The high-performance DSP core

streamlines complex signal processing, while the GPP supports network and application

processing. Because the DM6446 device is equipped with both a DSP and ARM on a

single chip, developers benefit from reduced system space and cost.

2. Multiprotocol DAYTIME Server

Because of the inherent mobility requirements of wireless radios, power consumption is

an important factor that is a key challenge in creating an efficient and cost-effective radio

design. TI said the SDR Development Platform is the only development tool in the SDR

segment to include the Power Measurement API, which enables developers to track real-

world power consumption of the digital baseband unit precisely while algorithm functions

are being executed. Traditional power measurement techniques require external

measurement of power consumption that offers rough estimates at best, but this

development kit will include five different API functions to measure power consumption

for all the different elements of the kit. The Power Measurement API gives developers

more visibility into their systems, enabling them to measure currents drawn from

individual components such as the DSP and the FPGA. This enables developers to extract

important information such as burst and peak power for a specific data rate, enabling

them to accurately isolate components as well as accurately estimate battery life. Local

area networks have surged in popularity. With the myriad hardware, software, and

network operating system options available, it becomes necessary to carefully plan a

network before installation. This article is a case study in design, implementation and

budgeting issues that were considered while installing a multi-protocol local area

network. A glossary of common networking terms is also included. The School of

Industryand Technology at EastCarolina Universityoffers a Bachelor's of Science degree

program in Industrial Technology with concentrations in Manufacturing, Electronics,

Industrial Distribution, Engineering Design/Drafting, and Construction Management.
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Topic : Multiservice Servers (Tcp, Udp)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Consolidating Servers

 Define Connection-Oriented Server

 Elaborate Single-Thread Multiservice Server

Definition/Overview:

SNA LAN gateways permit PCs and workstations to access SNA/3270 applications residing

on a mainframe. While tn3270 uses TCP/IP's Telnet as the PC/workstation protocol, SNA

local area network gateways use the native 3270 datastream. Novell's NetWare for SAA, the

most prevalent SNA LAN gateway in the market, uses IPX/SPX as its transport mechanism.

Other gateways use NetBIOS, and even SNA. Within the past few months both Microsoft and

Eicon have introduced new versions of their SNA LAN gateways that permit TCP/IP to

convey the 3270 traffic between the gateway and downstream devices. With these gateways,

it is possible to build TCP/IP-only wide area networks with the gateways located upstream--

i.e., adjacent to the mainframe. Rather than having to contend with both SNA and TCP/IP

across the WAN--and having to use DLSw or bridging to route the SNA across the WAN--

one could just build a TCP/IP-only wide area network.

Key Points:

1. Consolidating Servers

Server consolidation is an approach to the efficient use of computer server resources in

order to reduce the total number of servers or server locations that an organization

requires. The practice developed in response to the problem of server sprawl, a situation

in which multiple, under-utilized servers take up more space and consume more resources

than can be justified by their workload. In computing, platform virtualization is a
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virtualization of computers or operating systems. It hides the physical characteristics of

computing platform from the users, instead showing another abstract, emulated

computing platform. The term "virtualization" was coined in the 1960s, to refer to a

virtual machine (sometimes called pseudo machine), a term which itself dates from the

experimental IBM M44/44X system. The creation and management of virtual machines

has been called platform virtualization, or server virtualization, more recently. In fact the

first virtualization was made by the University of Manchester with the Atlas computer.

This supercomputer was the first one using virtual memory to handle the 576 KB of his

four drum stores and also used paging technologies.

Platform virtualization is performed on a given hardware platform by host software (a

control program), which creates a simulated computer environment, a virtual machine, for

its guest software. The guest software, which is often itself a complete operating system,

runs just as if it were installed on a stand-alone hardware platform. Typically, many such

virtual machines are simulated on a single physical machine, their number limited by the

hosts hardware resources. Typically there is no requirement for a guest OS to be the same

as the host one. The guest system often requires access to specific peripheral devices to

function, so the simulation must support the guest's interfaces to those devices. Trivial

examples of such devices are hard disk drive or network interface card.

2. Connection-Oriented Server

NBF uses an adaptive sliding window algorithm to improve performance while reducing

network congestion and providing flow control. An adaptive sliding window algorithm

allows the Windows 2000based computer using NBF to dynamically tune the number of

LLC frames sent before an acknowledgment is requested. If the sending computer can

send only one frame on the network and then has to wait for an acknowledgment (ACK),

the sending computer is underused. The frames travel forward, and then ACKs for the

received frames have to travel back to the sending computer before it can send another

frame. The number of frames that the sender is allowed to send before it must wait for an

ACK is referred to as the send window. The number of frames that a receiving computer

is allowed to receive before sending an ACK to the sending computer is referred to as a

receive window. In general, NBF has no receive window, unless it detects that the remote

sending computer is running a version of IBM NetBEUI that does not support polling

(polling is accomplished by sending a frame to check the status of the peer); in this case,
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NBF uses a receive window based on the value of MaximumIncomingFrames in the

registry.

The default value for Maximum In coming Frames is 2 and this value does not change

dynamically. It must be changed manually by using the Registry Editor.

Limiting the send window size can improve performance by reducing network traffic.

The adaptive sliding window tries to determine the best size for the send window based

on current network conditions. Ideally, the window is big enough for maximum

throughput. However, if the window gets too big, the receiving computer can become

overloaded and drop frames, which then have to be retransmitted. This can result in

significant network traffic on slow links, or when frames have to pass over multiple hops

to find the destination computer.

3. Single-Thread Multiservice Server

In that time extensive research in VE technology has also been conducted. However, the

terminology used to characterize this technology is still evolving. In fact, Durlach and

Mavor (1995, p. 2) indicate that inadequate terminology [is] being used to describe VE

technology and its applications. It is thus important to describe the key terms that are used

in this handbook. The objective is not to resolve differences between disparate uses (in

fact often multiple, even conflicting definitions are presented) but rather to provide a

coherent set of commonly used terms. While it is customary to present a glossary at the

end of handbooks such as this one, this work starts out with a glossary so that readers may

develop a common understanding of the terms used throughout the handbook. The

definition of VE to fit the forms of the technology that best suit their needs. Perhaps this

definitional multiplicity demonstrates the versatile nature of VE technology and its wide

array of potential uses.

Topic : Uniform, Efficient Management Of Server Concurrency

Topic Objective:
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At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Iterative and Concurrent Design

 Understand Demand-Driven Concurrency

 Highlight Overhead and Delay

Definition/Overview:

Over thirty-five years have passed since academics began speculating on the impact that

information technology (IT) would have on organizational structure ( Leavitt and Whisler

1958). The debate is still on-going, and both researchers and managers continue to explore

the relationship between IT and organizational structure. This relationship is becoming

increasingly complicated by both the rapidly changing nature of IT and the increasing

environmental turbulence faced by many organizations. As organizations need to process

more information under these uncertain conditions, IT is one possible way for organizations

to increase their information processing capability. However, other, more organizational tools

are also at their disposal for processing more information. These include task forces, lateral

relationships, self-contained work groups, and slack. Thus, the relationship between IT and

organizational structures is not a simple one.

However, the relationship between IT and organizational structures is definitely a topic

worthy of investigation for both academics and practitioners. Organizational structure is one

of the key variables affecting how firms' strategies are implemented. Thus, an appropriate

organizational structure is critical in achieving performance. In addition, an organization's

structure and established routines are one form of organizational memory. Thus, structure is a

critical factor not only in what organizations learn, but how this information and/or

knowledge is retained. Increasingly, as the ability of a firm to compete is based on its ability

to learn, then the issue of appropriate organizational structure assumes even greater

importance, and to the extent that IT impacts this, or enables new organizational

arrangements, then this too must be understood.

Key Points:

1. Iterative and Concurrent Design
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SEDA is an acronym for staged event-driven architecture, and decomposes a complex,

event-driven application into a set of stages connected by queues. This design avoids the

high overhead associated with thread-based concurrency models, and decouples event and

thread scheduling from application logic. By performing admission control on each event

queue, the service can be well-conditioned to load, preventing resources from being

overcommitted when demand exceeds service capacity. SEDA employs dynamic control

to automatically tune runtime parameters (such as the scheduling parameters of each

stage), as well as to manage load, for example, by performing adaptive load shedding.

Decomposing services into a set of stages also enables modularity and code reuse, as well

as the development of debugging tools for complex event-driven applications. In the

literature of international business a recurring theme is the need for co-ordination of

operations and their management in global organizations. Such co-ordination is indeed

central to the whole concept of globalization. Co-ordination of activity in order to achieve

supra-national efficiencies is argued by many writers to distinguish the global business

from the 'multinational' or 'multidomestic'. And co-ordination in the strategic planning

domain is at the heart of the 'strategic intent' which defines global businesses for Hamel

and Prahalad.

These authors have expanded on the nature and complexity of global co-ordination

required in the successful organizations of the future. Such organizations, it is claimed,

exhibit the simultaneous achievement of global scale, responsiveness to markets and

governments, world-wide transfer of learning, and innovation. In place of organizational

uniformity, each geographical unit will have a distinctive role within the overall business.

In the 'transnational' corporation of Bartlett and Ghoshal the organization is neither

centralized nor decentralized; it represents an integrated network in which there are

intensive and complex interactions between physically remote but interdependent units.

2. Demand-Driven Concurrency

Product design in concurrent engineering is a process that involves all the downstream

product development activities. The interaction of these activities increases the

complexity, the level of difficulty and the amount of iterations of product design. This

work proposes a dynamic fuzzy decision support scheme that is able to provide a

reasonable plan for an inherent iterative, complex product design. The plan serves as a

guide for design tasks scheduling and can be adjusted dynamically according to the
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occurrence of some unexpected events. The proposed dynamic fuzzy decision support

scheme is realized in a real-time manner. A heuristic priority algorithm based on the

Fuzzy-AHP is embodied in it so as to deduce the priorities of design tasks to be executed

under limited resources. Assigning design tasks to appropriate designers is based on the

designer-job records stored in a database. The iteration inherently existing in product

design is handled using a so-called iterative design analyzer developed by the authors.

Besides, the dynamic fuzzy decision support scheme is capable of promptly capturing

unexpected events or exceptions that are not uncommon in the process of new product

design, as well as reacting to them with replanning. A case study on a burn-in system of a

manufacturing company was used to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed dynamic

fuzzy decision support scheme. The commercial simulation tools have been integrated to

demonstrate the effect of automised data flow on design methodology, i.e , de sign

iterations. This integration method makes use of existing features in the simulation

packages and uses an export file format as the neu tral exchange format. In this way, the

integrated system is simple and fast to develop which is preferred in small prototype

systems and de velopment project Database integration supports a tighter integration, but

requires more development effort. For design systems, where several design tools need to

communicate, standardised information management procedures are preferable, following

the ideas of the STEP framework.

3. Overhead and Delay

The likely effects of process change are difficult to evaluate when the design process is

already tightly integrated and constrained by the need to meet existing requirements. This

is typically the case for companies which develop complex, high-performance products

using concurrent engineering practices. The design processes in such companies are

particularly complex due to their iterative nature and the need to co-ordinate the work of

specialist teams. Concurrent logic languages have been traditionally executed in a greedy

fashion, such that computations are goal-driven. In contrast, non-strict functional

programs have been traditionally executed in a dataflowfashion, such that computations

are demand-driven. The latter method can be superior when allocation of resources such

as memory is critical, which is usually the case for large, complex, and/or reactive

programs. Specifically, demand-driven execution results in more efficient scheduling and
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improved termination properties. This paper describes a novel technique for demand

driven.

Topic : Concurrency In Clients

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain The Advantages of Concurrency

 Define Concurrent Contact with Multiple Servers

 Describe Implementing Concurrent Clients

Definition/Overview:

The business world and the software supporting it fundamentally rest on the idea of a

transaction. This is true with B2B (such as ordering a part from a supplier) as well as B2C

(changing a seat on an airline flight). And for decades, corporations have trusted the

workhorse transactional systems from IBM--including CICS, IMS and TPF--to host their

critical applications. (Even today, an estimated 70 percent of the world's important business

data still resides on IBM mainframes.) However, this reality presents certain problems when

using Web services as the foundation for these types of applications.

Recall that the Web--as implemented through the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)--was

originally designed to operate in a stateless manner. That is, it supports a relatively simple

request-reply interaction, where the browser sends a request to the server (such as GET or

POST) and the server generates a response back to the client. Each new request is

independent of past requests. The server does not typically retain any logical association or

state information regarding how these discrete interactions are grouped together for a given

user.

Of course, Netscape later created the cookie--essentially a text file produced by the server

and stored at the client--to help deal with state and identity management. While not without
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controversy, particularly regarding privacy, the cookie has proven to be a useful tool in

helping to manage these interactive Web connections. The Web services model operates in a

similar request-reply manner; as reflected in the core protocols, messaging interactions can be

either synchronous (request-reply) or uncorrelated asynchronous. However, Web services are

based on more of an application-layer or machine-to-machine association, without the visual

display and human interaction inherent in the HTML-centric Web. Also, SOAP messages can

be delivered over HTTP or other protocols, such as Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).

This flexible, service-oriented approach offers a huge potential for transitioning business

applications to the Web. Unfortunately, the same problem encountered in simple browser-

based Web applications also occurs when constructing Web services applications: The need

to support stateful, long-running transactions.

Consider a business application designed to process book orders--described in terms of

sequenced and synchronized events, as well as information flow--as shown in Figure 1. An

incoming purchase order message starts the process, and activates several concurrent threads.

Initial book information (Is the book in print? Do we even handle this book? What is the

retail price?) as well as initial customer information (What is their credit rating, perhaps

based on an outside authoritative source? Do they have any discounts? What shipper do they

prefer?) are both accessed. Two other activities--which depend to some degree on the

information that was initially gathered--are also started. A price must be calculated and a

shipper selected. Copies of the books can be located in the local warehouse, at an outside

source such as a book wholesaler or even at a competitor (if the order is urgent). Finally,

shipping is arranged and order processing completed. An invoice is generated as output from

the process.

Key Points:

1. The Advantages of Concurrency

Parallel computers and distributed systems are becoming increasingly important. Their

impressive computation to cost ratios offers a considerable higher performance than that

possible with sequential machines. Yet there are few commercial applications written for

them. The reason is that programming in these environments is substantially more

difficult than programming for sequential machines. In this thesis, we present Tempo and

Tempo++, two programming languages which aim to reduce the inherent complexity of
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writing concurrent programs. Tempo is a declarative concurrent programming language

based on classical first order logic. It improves on traditional concurrent logic

programming languages (e.g. Parlog) by explicitly specifying aspects of the behaviour of

concurrent programs. In Tempo all safety properties of programs are declaratively stated

which provides great advantages in writing concurrent programs and manipulating them

while preserving correctness. Concurrent programs in Tempo are developed in such a

way that they are not specific to any particular programming paradigm. The language can

be used as a common framework for expressing and manipulating algorithms for a variety

of paradigms. Tempo++ is a concurrent programming language which extends Tempo by

supporting object-oriented programming, and thus, combines most of the features

designed in Tempo with the advantages of the object-oriented approach. That is, in

Tempo++, concurrency issues are declaratively abstracted by the explicit specification of

the safety properties of programs. As in Tempo, this provides great advantages in writing

and manipulating programs. Tempo++ applications can be specified as collections of

objects, which incorporates a guiding principle for writing programs and introduces the

principles of encapsulation and (multiple) inheritance in a logic programming framework.

In the language, concurrency issues are separated from the code, minimizing dependency

between application functionality and concurrency control. It is, in general, possible to

test different synchronisation schemes without modifying the code of the operations, and

conversely, a synchronisation scheme may be reused by several applications. Thus,

program reuse and program flexibility are increased.

2. Concurrent Contact with Multiple Servers

To achieve concurrency the CycleFree Kernel adds three more rules to the dispatching

policy. The first five rules of the policy the kernel must enforce are:

 Dioecious - having unisexual reproductive units with male and female plants. (flowers,

conifer cones, or functionally equivalent structures) occurring on different individuals; from

Greek for "two households". Individual plants are not called dioecious: they are either

gynoecious (female plants) or androecious (male plants).

 When an event is captured by a context, an "event counter" must be incremented to record the

capture of the event.

 If there is an event routine that has subscribed for this event, it must be scheduled for

execution by the kernel.
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 The Cycle Kernel must dispatch the event routine as soon as possible, decrementing the

associated event counter upon completion of the event routine.

 Execution priority must be given to "lower level" contexts prior to execution of event

routines in "higher-level" contexts.

 A single thread of control must be maintained in the scope of a context.

 To add concurrency, we add the following policies:

 The kernel may opt to execute event routines concurrently.

 The kernel may provide wait-for semantics, to wait for events.

 Wait-for semantics should not block higher level event routine execution.

With a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) architecture, true concurrency can be achieved

dramatically speeding up a program that can execute concurrently. Policy 7, provides the

wait-for statement. This allows us to write code that is not state-driven.Policy 8 ensures

that we execute higher level (lower priority) event routines whenever a lower-level

context is waiting.

3. Implementing Concurrent Clients

The database connection and the object scope instance are loosely coupled. This means

that the object scope fetches a database connection from the connection pool only if it

needs one for a particular operation (e.g., fetching an object) and afterwards returns the

connection to the pool. This greatly increases scalability. However there are some

operations that lead to a "permanent" coupling between the object scope and database

connection that holds until the end of the transaction, thus decreasing scalability. These

operations are ITransaction.Flush() and execution of a query with IgnoreUncommitted set

to false. During commit, depending on the mapping present in the backend configuration

settings, either the value of a special version column or the values of all the columns of a

row are used for a comparing whether a particular row has been changed by another

transaction. Only the changed (dirty) objects participate in the comparison during

commit. How the concurrency control mechanism is implemented depends on the

backend and its configuration. For example, if the isolation level is set to REPEATABLE

READ, some database systems put a read lock on the respective rows if a SELECT-

statement is executed, while other database systems use a versioning approach instead of

read-locks. Therefore, you may experience that with different database systems but the

same isolation level, readers may or may not block writers. OpenAccess ORM obtains a
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write lock by issuing a SELECT FOR UPDATE or a semantically equivalent statement

depending on which backend is used.

Topic : Tunneling At The Transport And Application Levels

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Multiprotocol Environments

 Evaluate Protecting Against Attacks From Inside

 Identify Client Attacks

 Elaborate Telecommuters

 Define Viewing Internal Network Traffic

 Describe Security Solutions

 Know about Authentication

Definition/Overview:

The design space of collaborative applications is characterized using the notion of

generalized multiuser editing. Generalized multiuser editing allows users to view interactive

applications as editors of data structures. It offers several collaboration functions, which

allow users to collaboratively edit application data structures. These functions include

coupling, concurrency control, access control, and multiuser undo. Coupling allows the users

to share editing changes, access control and concurrency control prevent them from making

unauthorized and inconsistent changes, respectively, and multiuser undo allows them

collaboratively to undo or redo changes. These functions must be performed flexibly to

accommodate different applications, users, phases of collaboration, and bandwidths of the

communication links. In this paper, we define and motivate the notion of generalized

multiuser editing and describe some of the issues, approaches, tradeoffs, principles, and

requirements related to the design of the functions offered by it.
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Key Points:

1. Multiprotocol Environments

In many distributed environments, when one session is initiated by the originator,

multiple nodes may have been involved during its negotiation and setup. In particular, in

order to provide some value-added services, multiple protocols may also participate

through inter-working for the same session. This scenario makes some desired functions

extremely difficult, such as management, tracking, accounting, and troubleshooting.

There is a strong need for the solution of singling out the activities of the same session

and identifying the information belonging to the same session. Service discovery is a

critical functionality of emerging pervasive computing environments. In such

environments, service discovery mechanisms need to (i) overcome the heterogeneity of

hardware devices, software platforms, and networking infrastructures; and (ii) provide

users with an accurate selection of services that meet their current requirements. To

address these issues, we have developed the Multi- Protocol Service Discovery and

Access (MSDA) middleware platform^2, which provides context-aware service discovery

and access in pervasive environments. This paper primarily focuses on the design and

implementation of the context-awareness support of MSDA. Context-awareness not only

provides a more accurate service selection, but also enables a more efficient

dissemination of service requests across heterogeneous pervasive environments. We

present the design and prototype implementation of MSDA, along with experimental

results that demonstrate the advantages derived by introducing context awareness.

Sometimes using a firewall on an active client or server system acts as another security

layer, as shown in Figure 7. This method, although functionally similar to the system

firewall discussed above, is different in both its security rule base and its performance.

The security threat is reduced because a real firewall is in the network path before the

firewall on the internal server or client; this "real" firewall pre-screens connections

coming toward the client or server. Server-based firewalls give you a final layer of

network security before any intruder can reach the server operating environment.

In the above VLAN configuration, at least four layers of network security would have to

be breached before the servers operating assets are vulnerable. Of course, using four

layers of security may be overkill for your needs some networks need this level of

security, and some dont. Its a decision youll have to make based on your companys data.
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It can add more layers of network security with authentication facilities, encryption,

digital signatures, and other security methods that can be used in many different layers of

network protocols, including applications. If you implement them properly, you can add

different security features so that they are transparent to your users activities as long as

the user attempts to access authorized systems and facilities.

2. Protecting Against Attacks From Inside

Network firewalls and other layered security measures are a bottleneck at strategic points

that prevent wholesale attacks on a network from the outside. Its fairly common to put a

firewall facility between your internal system and known troublesome (and hostile)

networks, such as the Internet. However, most companies do not implement firewalls

between different company divisions, sister-company networks, customer networks, and

other third-party or vendor-supplied network connections but perhaps they should. In a

typical "trusted" attack on an NT server, a program initiates a file transfer from the server

to an untrusted entity during off-hours. Many companies might not suspect this activity as

a form of intrusion because few companies think about their systems voluntarily moving

data from the trusted side, unassisted by a connection initiated from the untrusted side of

a network connection, and they dont monitor for it. Ironically, the bulk of network attacks

in some cases as many as 80 percent actually come from internal entities that are part of

the corporate resource list. On average, internal and external attacks are more balanced,

but the actual ratio of inside to outside attacks depends on your network. Because

firewalls and filters work not only with incoming requests but also with outgoing

requests, layered network security can help keep sensitive assets in as well as keeping

attackers out of asset collections.

3. Client Attacks

Recently, network security defenses have concentrated on keeping attackers at bay from

servers. The problem, especially in the past three years, has shifted toward attacks on

client-side connections, whether those clients are on the local network or telecommuting

from a remote location. In Apple Computers Mac OS V7.1 and later versions, AppleTalk

is able not only to access servers, but also to let the client publish itself as a disk service

in a network and let other clients access the disk services typically referred to as peer-to-

peer networking, similar to that seen in Windows for Workgroups. Peer-to-peer access
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requires no intermediary system for connections to be made and maintained. Using this

type of configuration, in effect, gives a workstation the capability to act as a server, and

as such, that workstation should be protected with its own layers of security. Lets not

discount new types of connectivity not quite yet in the mainstream, because in the very

near future, high-speed residential connections will become more popular and used as a

means of home Web surfing and quite possibly telecommuting. Bill Hancock uses use a 7

Mbps cable TV connection from his home to the Internet. This connection acts like a

standard Ethernet connection (it even provides a standard RJ45 UTP connection on the

set-top box connection to the cable broadband network), and it works like a standard

Ethernet connection with the client software. This Ethernet-like convenience means that it

is trivial to load a protocol analysis tool on the workstation client and view activity on the

cable television network activity that consists of traffic created by other people in the

neighborhood, including their user passwords, file transfers, and network locations. When

all traffic can be seen in the clear by placing a protocol analyzer or packet sniffer on a

network client, nothing is secure.

4. Telecommuters

Some studies project that workers in more than 60 percent of information-related jobs

will telecommute more than 40 percent of the week by the year 2000. Telecommuters

represent special security problems: they require support for high-speed network

connections, and they keep sensitive corporate information at their homes. Sensitive

information outside the physical perimeter of the company and the handful of established

remote access facilities is more vulnerable. Because telecommuting is becoming more

common, high-speed network connections via cable television networks, Asymmetric

High Speed Links (AHSL), and other technologies may become the normal mode of

connection. Client computers hooked to networks such as cable television become

"information appliances" (and much easier targets for the kinds of attacks described in the

previous section) because they are continually connected to the network. Telecommuters

will be subject to systematic network attacks no differently than corporate networks

connected to any untrusted network. Figure 8 shows a typical dial-in or ISDN connection

path, and Figure 9 shows a typical cable TV connection protocol.

Because most client computers cant provide a firewall in the remote or residential

computer, the chances of being attacked when connected to public high-speed networks is
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extremely high and has a high potential for success. A 1996 U.S. General Accounting

Office report showed more than 240,000 attacks on the U.S. Department of Defense

(DoD) unclassified networks; the report suggests that more than 64 percent of the attacks

were successful and DoD takes security very seriously. What will happen to the millions

of telecommuters who connect to their office facilities with no network security and who

leave their home-based systems turned on all day while at the office and also while

connected to the high-speed network provided by the cable television vendor? Free-lance

attacks will be the norm, and these attacks will be successful, unless some preventive

measures are taken. For example, a home PC user could load a PC based firewall, like

McAfees PC Firewall; if a telecommuter needs to connect to your corporate network, you

should consider virtual private networking (VPN) tools, which authenticate remote users

and encrypt network traffic, protecting it from prying eyes.

5. Viewing Internal Network Traffic

Collecting data on in-path transactions on the Internet via a dial-up connection requires

some specific levels of expertise. In contrast, very inexpensive or free software that can

analyze Ethernet-like cable TV connections is available for NT and other systems; data

passing over the connection is easily visible in standard ASCII format. For example, the

packet breakout in Figure 10 shows the users password for an anonymous FTP session

between a remote NT network connection and an FTP server at IP address 129.170.16.79.

The packet breakout above was captured with an off-the-shelf tool and was performed

with the current versions of FTP, TCP, and IP (version 4). It is trivial to capture

information on shared networks, and the current implementations of cable TV and shared

high-speed LAN environments (such as Ethernet/ 802.3, Token Ring/802.5, and FDDI

networks) do not protect against it. Network protocols, as shipped from vendors, do not

encrypt data streams, and information carried in a protocol is visible to anyone who

knows how to read the information in a packet.

On intranets, most protocols dont employ encryption; those that do employ it use

encryption only to establish sessions or for password security. The problem is that some

devices, such as Netware-aware printers, dont support encryption for passwords, so the

encryption feature is commonly disabled to allow users access to printers. Just because a

security feature exists doesnt mean its used properly, or even at all. On corporate

networks, users often maintain a common format for IDs and passwords to save confusion
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when accessing many different systems and servers. Therefore, securing one protocol is

not enough. If users access a network using the same ID and password in an unencrypted

session that they use for encrypted sessions and the password is compromised for an

unencrypted session, then the password is also compromised for the encrypted session. To

properly protect network connectivity, all protocols must be encrypted for all transactions

and all packets must be controlled (firewalled) when they arrive at the destination to keep

users from accessing sensitive information and to protect the users client system integrity.

6. Security Solutions

Although encryption can be valuable, encryption modems and encryption software for a

specific protocol do not solve the end-to-end network security problem. Encryption is

very good at authenticating a specific remote entity and at hiding any transaction over the

network from observers of the traffic being transferred. However, encryption has its

limitations. Encryption is much like giving someone you trust the keys to your house so

that no one can see your friend accessing your house and no one can see what your friend

is doing between his/her house and your house. This privacy is good. What is not so good

is that encryption does not stop a trusted user from attacking the destination systems

services. For example, encryption may ensure that only corporate users access a system,

but encryption does not restrict what a trusted user may be allowed to access and extract

from the server. Its like letting someone you trust come in the front door but not

restricting where that person can go inside the house and what that person can deliver to

or remove from the house. When used with encryption, firewalls at the destination or

source of a network session add the filtering and security controls required for network

security on a client or a server. Encryption ensures that the connection is allowed and

protected from observation. Firewall facilities on the client or server restrict where

incoming or outgoing connections can access data on entities on the client or server. By

setting up specific firewall rules on the client and server in addition to encryption

software, the security manager can properly protect system resources from systematic

network attacks.

7. Authentication
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On many systems, authentication is left to passwords, which can be broken, spoofed,

overridden, or stolen. Token authentication, such as security cards, improves the security

authentication offers, but cards can be stolen, lost, and cumbersome to manage.

Certificates, which are becoming increasingly popular, act as a digital drivers license of

sorts because the issuing certificate authority acts as a credible third party, vouching for

you. However, the certificate management process, the certificate authority itself, and

other management areas could be compromised and cause security problems. Hardware-

embedded authentication is better than software, security-wise, but it is still difficult to

manage. Increasingly, users are using a single logon for all protocols because they dont

understand or care that the system they wish to reach from their NT workstation is an

IBM mainframe running SNA. Users want to identify themselves to the network entity

once and travel throughout the network, regardless of protocol, without logging on again.

To most folks, security is an annoyance, and anything that can be done to alleviate the

burden makes them happy.

Topic : Application Level Gateways

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Clients and Servers in Constrained Environments

 Highlight Application-level gateway

 Elaborate ALG service in Microsoft Windows

 Define Application-Level Proxy Server

Definition/Overview:

In the Windows-NT environment, multiple protocols are the norm and will be for a long time,

in part because companies have invested in mainframes and midrange computers that do not

have, need, or want TCP/IP connectivity. Using Windows NT in the internal network

environment means implementing multiple protocols. In some application environments,
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even on pure NT networks, protocols such as NetBEUI (a connectionless protocol originally

used in LAN Manager) are necessary to satisfy corporate access requirements; therefore,

securing many protocols is a necessary aspect of network security, and layering security

measures is the safest way to go about it.

Key Points:

1. Clients and Servers in Constrained Environments

Service discovery is a critical functionality of emerging pervasive computing

environments. In such environments, service discovery mechanisms need to (i) overcome

the heterogeneity of hardware devices, software platforms, and networking

infrastructures; and (ii) provide users with an accurate selection of services that meet their

current requirements. To address these issues, we have developed the Multi- Protocol

Service Discovery and Access (MSDA) middleware platform^2, which provides context-

aware service discovery and access in pervasive environments. This paper primarily

focuses on the design and implementation of the context-awareness support of MSDA.

Context-awareness not only provides a more accurate service selection, but also enables a

more efficient dissemination of service requests across heterogeneous pervasive

environments. We present the design and prototype implementation of MSDA, along with

experimental results that demonstrate the advantages derived by introducing context

awareness.

2. Application-level gateway

In the context of computer networking, an application-level gateway (also known as ALG

or application layer gateway) consists of a security component that augments a firewall or

NAT employed in a computer network. It allows customized NAT traversal filters to be

plugged into the gateway to support address and port translation for certain application

layer "control/data" protocols such as FTP, BitTorrent, SIP, RTSP, file transfer in IM

applications etc. In order for these protocols to work through NAT or a firewall, either the

application has to know about an address/port number combination that allows incoming

packets, or the NAT has to monitor the control traffic and open up port mappings

(firewall pinhole) dynamically as required. Legitimate application data can thus be passed

through the security checks of the firewall or NAT that would have otherwise restricted
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the traffic for not meeting its limited filter criteria. An ALG may offer the following

functions:

 Dioecious - having unisexual reproductive units with male and female plants. (flowers,

conifer cones, or functionally equivalent structures) occurring on different individuals; from

Greek for "two households". Individual plants are not called dioecious: they are either

gynoecious (female plants) or androecious (male plants).

 Allowing client applications to use dynamic ephemeral TCP/ UDP ports to communicate with

the known ports used by the server applications, even though a firewall-configuration may

allow only a limited number of known ports. In the absence of an ALG, either the ports

would get blocked or the network administrator would need to explicitly open up a large

number of ports in the firewall rendering the network vulnerable to attacks on those ports.

 Converting the network layer address information found inside an application payload

between the addresses acceptable by the hosts on either side of the firewall/NAT. This aspect

introduces the term 'gateway' for an ALG.

 Recognizing application-specific commands and offering granular security controls over

them

 Synchronizing between multiple streams/sessions of data between two hosts exchanging data.

For example, an FTP application may use separate connections for passing control commands

and for exchanging data between the client and a remote server. During large file transfers,

the control connection may remain idle. An ALG can prevent the control connection getting

timed out by network devices before the lengthy file transfer completes.

 Deep packet-inspection of all the packets handled by ALGs over a given network makes this

functionality possible. An ALG understands the protocol used by the specific applications

that it supports.

For instance, Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) Back-to-Back User agent (B2BUA). An

ALG can allow firewall traversal with SIP. If the firewall has its SIP traffic terminated on

an ALG then the responsibility for permitting SIP sessions passes to the ALG instead of

the firewall. An ALG can solve another major SIP headache: NAT traversal. Basically a

NAT with inbuilt ALG can re-write information within the SIP messages and can hold

address-bindings until the session terminates. An ALG is very similar to a proxy server,

as it sits between the client and real server, facilitating the exchange. There seems to be

an industry convention that an ALG does its job without the application being configured
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to use it, by intercepting the messages. A proxy, on the other hand, usually needs to be

configured in the client application. The client is then explicitly aware of the proxy and

connects to it, rather than the real server.

3. ALG service in Microsoft Windows

The Application Layer Gateway service in Microsoft Windows provides support for

third-party plugins that allow network protocols to pass through the Windows Firewall

and work behind it and Internet Connection Sharing. ALG plugins can open ports and

change data that is embedded in packets, such as ports and IP addresses. Windows Server

2003 also includes an ALG FTP plugin. The ALG FTP plugin is designed to support

active FTP sessions through the NAT engine in Windows. To do this, the ALG FTP

plugin redirects all traffic that passes through the NAT and that is destined for port 21

(FTP control port) to a private listening port in the 3000-5000 range on the Microsoft

loopback adapter. The ALG FTP plugin then monitors/updates traffic on the FTP control

channel so that the FTP plugin can plumb port mappings through the NAT for the FTP

data channels. The FTP plugin will also update ports in the FTP control channel stream.

4. Application-Level Proxy Server

An application-level proxy server provides all the basic proxy features and also provides

extensive packet analysis. When packets from the outside arrive at the gateway, they are

examined and evaluated to determine if the security policy allows the packet to enter into

the internal network. Not only does the server evaluate IP addresses, it also looks at the

data in the packets to stop hackers from hiding information in the packets. A typical

application-level gateway can provide proxy services for applications and protocols like

Telnet, FTP (file transfers), HTTP (Web services), and SMTP (e-mail). Note that a

separate proxy must be installed for each application-level service (some vendors achieve

security by simply not providing proxies for some services, so be careful in your

evaluation). With proxies, security policies can be much more powerful and flexible

because all of the information in packets can be used by administrators to write the rules

that determine how packets are handled by the gateway. It is easy to audit just about

everything that happens on the gateway. You can also strip computer names to hide

internal systems, and you can evaluate the contents of packets for appropriateness and

security. NOTE: Appropriateness is an interesting option. You might set up a filter that
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discards any e-mail messages that contain "dirty" words. Proxy firewalls are the most

advanced. Like stateful inspection firewalls, they're connection-aware. But unlike the

other two, they intercept all connections and perform an in-depth application layer

analysis. Each time an external client requests a connection with an internal server (or

vice versa), the client opens a connection with the firewall. If the connection meets the

criteria in the firewall rule base, the proxy firewall will open a connection to the requested

server. This places the firewall in the middle of the logical connection and allows it to

watch the traffic for any signs of malicious activity at the application level.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
External Data Representation (Xdr)

Remote Procedure Call Concept (Rpc)

Distributed Program Generation (Rpcgen Concept)

Distributed Program Generation (Rpcgen Example)

Network File System Concepts (Nfs)

Network File System Protocols (Nfs, Mount)

Topic : External Data Representation (Xdr)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain XDR

 Highlight MIME

 Define Representations of Data

 Evaluate Asymmetric Conversion and the N-Squared Problem

 Analyze Network Standard Byte Order

Definition/Overview:
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eXternal Data Representation: eXternal Data Representation (XDR) is an IETF standard

from 1995 of the presentation layer in the OSI model. XDR allows data to be wrapped in an

architecture independent manner so data can be transferred between heterogeneous computer

systems. Converting from the local representation to XDR is called encoding. Converting

from XDR to the local representation is called decoding. XDR is implemented as a software

library of functions that is portable between different operating systems and is also

independent of the transport layer.

Key Points:

1. XDR

XDR is a standard for the description and encoding of data. It is useful for transferring

data between different computer architectures, and has been used to communicate data

between such diverse machines as the SUN WORKSTATION*, VAX*, IBM-PC*, and

Cray*. XDR fits into the ISO presentation layer, and is roughly analogous in purpose to

X.409, ISO Abstract Syntax Notation. The major difference between these two is that

XDR uses implicit typing, while X.409 uses explicit typing. XDR uses a language to

describe data formats. The language can only be used only to describe data; it is not a

programming language. This language allows one to describe intricate data formats in a

concise manner. The alternative of using graphical representations (itself an informal

language) quickly becomes incomprehensible when faced with complexity. The XDR

language itself is similar to the C language , just as Courier is similar toMesa. Protocols

such as Sun RPC (Remote Procedure Call) and the NFS* (Network File System) use

XDR to describe the format of their data. The XDR standard makes the following

assumption: that bytes (or octets) are portable, where a byte is defined to be 8 bits of data.

A given hardware device should encode the bytes onto the various media in such a way

that other hardware devices may decode the bytes without loss of meaning. For example,

the Ethernet* standard suggests that bytes be encoded in "little-endian" style , or least

significant bit first.
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2. MIME

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) is an Internet standard that extends the

format of e-mail to support:

 Text in character sets other than ASCII

 Non-text attachments

 Message bodies with multiple parts

 Header information in non-ASCII character sets

MIME's use, however, has grown beyond describing the content of e-mail to describing

content type in general. Virtually all human-written Internet e-mail and a fairly large

proportion of automated e-mail is transmitted via SMTP in MIME format. Internet e-mail

is so closely associated with the SMTP and MIME standards that it is sometimes called

SMTP/MIME e-mail. The content types defined by MIME standards are also of

importance outside of e-mail, such as in communication protocols like HTTP for the

World Wide Web. HTTP requires that data be transmitted in the context of e-mail-like

messages, even though the data may not actually be e-mail.

3. Representations of Data

XDR not only solves data portability problems, it also permits the reading and writing of

arbitrary C language constructs in a consistent and well-documented manner. Therefore,

it makes sense to use the XDR library routines even when the data is not shared among

machines on a network. The XDR standard does not depend on machine languages,

manufacturers, operating systems, or architectures. This condition enables networked

computers to share data regardless of the machine on which the data is produced or

consumed. The XDR language permits transfer of data between different computer

architectures and has been used to communicate data between such diverse machines as

the VAX, IBM and Cray. Remote Procedure Call (RPC) uses XDR to establish uniform

representations for data types in order to transfer message data between machines. For

basic data types, such as integers and strings, XDR provides filter primitives that

serialize, or translate, information from the local host's representation to XDR's

representation.Likewise, XDR filter primitives deserialize XDR's data representation to
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the local host's data representation. XDR constructor primitives allow the use of the basic

data types to create more complex data types such as arrays and discriminated unions.

4. Asymmetric Conversion and the N-Squared Problem

By using a standard data type representation, a program can be confident that it is

interpreting data correctly, even if the source of the data is a machine with a completely

different architecture. In practice, most programs do not use XDR internally. Rather, they

use the data type representation specific to the architecture of the computer on which the

program is running. When the program needs to communicate with another program, it

converts its data into XDR format before sending the data. Conversely, when it receives

data, it converts the data from XDR format into its own specific data type representation.

5. Network Standard Byte Order

The encoding for signed zero, signed infinity (overflow), and denormalized numbers are

analogs of the corresponding encodings for single and double-precision floating-point

numbers , . The "NaN" encoding as it applies to quadruple-precision floating-point

numbers is system dependent and should not be interpreted within XDR as anything other

than "NaN". he standard defines a string of n (numbered 0 through n-1) ASCII bytes to be

the number n encoded as an unsigned integer (as described above), and followed by the n

bytes of the string. Byte m of the string always precedes byte m+1 of the string, and byte

0 of the string always follows the string's length. If n is not a multiple of four, then the n

bytes are followed by enough (0 to 3) residual zero bytes, r, to make the total byte count a

multiple of four.

Topic : Remote Procedure Call Concept (Rpc)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Remote Procedure Call Model
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 Highlight The Procedural Model in Distributed Systems

 Elaborate Analogy between Client-Server and RPC

Definition/Overview:

This topic specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the Internet community, and

requests discussion and suggestions for improvements. Please refer to the current edition of

the "Internet Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state and status of

this protocol. Distribution of this memo is unlimited. This topic discusses clients, calls,

servers, replies, services, programs, procedures, and versions. Each remote procedure call has

two sides: an active client side that makes the call to a server, which sends back a reply. A

network service is a collection of one or more remote programs. A remote program

implements one or more remote procedures; the procedures, their parameters, and results are

documented in the specific program's protocol specification. A server may support more than

one version of a remote program in order to be compatible with changing protocols. For

example, a network file service may be composed of two programs. One program may deal

with high-level applications such as file system access control and locking. The other may

deal with low-level file input and output and have procedures like "read" and "write". A

client of the network file service would call the procedures associated with the two programs

of the service on behalf of the client.

Key Points:

1. Remote Procedure Call Model

The Remote Procedure Call (RPC) paradigm is reviewed. The concept is described, along

with the backbone structure of the mechanisms that support it. An overview of works in

supporting these mechanisms is discussed. Extensions to the paradigm that have been

proposed to enlarge its suitability, are studied. The main contributions of this paper are a

standard view and classification of RPC mechanisms according to different perspectives,

and a snapshot of the paradigm in use today and of goals for the future of RPC. The RPC

protocol is built on top of the eXternal Data Representation (XDR) protocol, which

standardizes the representation of data in remote communications. XDR converts the

parameters and results of each RPC service provided. The RPC protocol enables users to

work with remote procedures as if the procedures were local. The remote procedure calls
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are defined through routines contained in the RPC protocol. Each call message is matched

with a reply message. The RPC protocol is a message-passing protocol that implements

other non-RPC protocols such as batching and broadcasting remote calls. The RPC

protocol also supports callback procedures and the select subroutine on the server side.

A client is a computer or process that accesses the services or resources of another

process or computer on the network. A server is a computer that provides services and

resources, and that implements network services. Each network service is a collection of

remote programs. A remote program implements remote procedures. The procedures,

their parameters, and the results are all documented in the specific program's protocol.

RPC provides an authentication process that identifies the server and client to each other.

RPC includes a slot for the authentication parameters on every remote procedure call so

that the caller can identify itself to the server. The client package generates and returns

authentication parameters. RPC supports various types of authentication such as the

UNIX and Data Encryption Standard (DES) systems.

In RPC, each server supplies a program that is a set of remote service procedures. The

combination of a host address, program number, and procedure number specifies one

remote service procedure. In the RPC model, the client makes a procedure call to send a

data packet to the server. When the packet arrives, the server calls a dispatch routine,

performs whatever service is requested, and sends a reply back to the client. The

procedure call then returns to the client. The RPC interface is generally used to

communicate between processes on different workstations in a network. However, RPC

works just as well for communication between different processes on the same

workstation. The Port Mapper program maps RPC program and version numbers to a

transport-specific port number. The Port Mapper program makes dynamic binding of

remote programs possible. To write network applications using RPC, programmers need a

working knowledge of network theory. For most applications, an understanding of the

RPC mechanisms usually hidden by the rpcgen command's protocol compiler is also

helpful. However, use of the rpcgen command circumvents the need for understanding the

details of RPC.

2. The Procedural Model in Distributed Systems
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The RPC run-time routines that are called by servers initialize the server, except for one

routine that identifies the object to which a client has requested access. Most of the server

routines in the RPC run-time library initialize the server so that it can respond to client

requests for one or more interfaces. In the server code, routines should be included to do

the following:

 Create one or more sockets to which clients can send messages.

 Register each interface that the server exports.

 Begin listening for client requests.

The RPC run-time library provides two routines that create sockets. One creates a socket

with a well-known port while the other creates a socket with an opaque port number. A

single server can support several interfaces. It can also listen on several sockets at a time.

Most servers use one socket for each address family. A server is not required to use

different sockets for different interfaces. The server must register each interface that it

exports with the RPC run-time library so that the run-time library can direct client calls to

the procedures that implement the requested operations. The library also includes a

routine to unregister an interface that the server no longer exports. When the server

creates sockets, registers its interfaces, and begins listening, it is not required to make

additional calls to the initialization routines. However, a server can register and unregister

interfaces while it is running.

3. Analogy between Client-Server and RPC

The ONC RPC protocol is based on the remote procedure call model, which is similar to

the local procedure call model. In the local case, the caller places arguments to a

procedure in some well- specified location (such as a register window). It then transfers

control to the procedure, and eventually regains control. At that point, the results of the

procedure are extracted from the well- specified location, and the caller continues

execution. The remote procedure call model is similar. One thread of control logically

winds through two processes: the caller's process, and a server's process. The caller

process first sends a call message to the server process and waits (blocks) for a reply

message. The call message includes the procedure's parameters, and the reply message

includes the procedure's results. Once the reply message is received, the results of the

procedure are extracted, and caller's execution is resumed. On the server side, a process is
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dormant awaiting the arrival of a call message. When one arrives, the server process

extracts the procedure's parameters, computes the results, sends a reply message, and then

awaits the next call message. In this model, only one of the two processes is active at any

given time. However, this model is only given as an example. The ONC RPC protocol

makes no restrictions on the concurrency model implemented, and others are possible.

For example, an implementation may choose to have RPC calls be asynchronous, so that

the client may do useful work while waiting for the reply from the server. Another

possibility is to have the server create a separate task to process an incoming call, so that

the original server can be free to receive other requests.

Topic : Distributed Program Generation (Rpcgen Concept)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Automatic Software Generation in the OORHS Distributed Computing Framework

 Elaborate NETBIOS protocol support for a DCE RPC mechanism

 Define Stub Procedures

Definition/Overview:

Distributed energy offers solutions to many of the nation's most pressing energy and electric

power problems, including blackouts and brownouts, energy security concerns, power quality

issues, tighter emissions standards, transmission bottlenecks, and the desire for greater

control over energy costs. The Distributed Energy Program supports cost-effective research

and development aimed at lowering costs, reducing emissions, and improving reliability and

performance to expand opportunities for the installation of distributed energy equipment

today and in the future.

Key Points:

1. Automatic Software Generation in the OORHS Distributed Computing Framework
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Software generation in the OORHS (object-oriented reciprocative hypercomputing

system) is user-transparent. It addresses the issue of ease of use by minimizing the

number of steps leading to a programming solution. The OORHS requires from the user

only a highlevel APPL program, which is, in effect, a specification. For every APPL

program, the system automatically performs all the necessary distributed computing steps.

The precompiler, based on the object-oriented paradigm, instantiates the encapsulated

program objects embedded in an APPL program. These program objects are distributed at

the source level. They are compiled and then executed at the allocated sites. This unique

approach, known as local compilation, eliminates the need to store the compilers used by

other machines locally. It enhances the compatibility between the compiled program and

the host processor. The precompiler generates a program objects dictionary for every

APPL program. The contents in the dictionary facilitate program visualization.

2. NETBIOS protocol support for a DCE RPC mechanism

A DCE RPC mechanism normally uses a TCP/IP-based transport service to enable client

machines to make remote procedure calls to server machines in a distributed computing

environment. NETBIOS protocol support for the RPC mechanism is provided by using

NETBIOS application names similar to TCP/IP conventions and through use of

connection-oriented or connection-less NETBIOS protocol sequences. In particular,

NETBIOS names are used as though they include a fixed portion representing a machine,

and a dynamic portion representing an application on that machine. New functions are

provided to use NETBIOS names in place of TCP/IP addresses and these NETBIOS

names are then used via the sockets API, leaving RPC's use of the sockets API

unchanged. JAX-RPC is all about web services interoperability and integration across

heterogeneous platforms and languages. You can use the JAX-RPC programming model

to develop SOAP-based web service clients and endpoints. JAX-RPC enables clients to

invoke web services developed across heterogeneous platforms. Likewise, JAX-RPC web

service endpoints can be invoked by heterogeneous clients. JAX-RPC requires SOAP and

WSDL standards for this cross-platform interoperability.

JAX-RPC simplifies web service development. For typical applications, developers are

not exposed to the complexity of the underlying runtime mechanisms (for example,

SOAP protocol-level mechanisms, marshaling, and unmarshaling). Instead, a JAX-RPC

runtime system (a library) abstracts these runtime mechanisms for the web services
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programming model. What's more, JAX-RPC provides built-in support for WSDL-Java

and Java-WSDL mapping as part of the development of web service clients and

endpoints. In other development environments, you must use separate tools for this

mapping functionality. AX-RPC lets you develop a web service endpoint using either a

Servlet or Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) component model. The endpoint is then deployed

on either the Web or EJB container, based on the corresponding component model.

Endpoints are described using a Web Services Description Language (WSDL)

document.(This WSDL document can be published in a public or private registry, though

this is not required). A client then uses this WSDL document and invokes the web service

endpoint. A JAX-RPC client can use one of several programming models stubs-based,

dynamic proxy, or dynamic invocation interface (DII) to invoke a heterogeneous web

service endpoint.

3. Stub Procedures

The following steps take place during an RPC:

 A client invokes a client stub procedure, passing parameters in the usual way. The client stub

resides within the client's own address space.

 The client stub marshalls the parameters into a message. Marshalling includes converting the

representation of the parameters into a standard format, and copying each parameter into the

message.

 The client stub passes the message to the transport layer, which sends it to the remote server

machine.

 On the server, the transport layer passes the message to a server stub, which demarshalls the

parameters and calls the desired server routine using the regular procedure call mechanism.

 When the server procedure completes, it returns to the server stub (e.g., via a normal

procedure call return), which marshalls the return values into a message. The server stub then

hands the message to the transport layer.

 The transport layer sends the result message back to the client transport layer, which hands

the message back to the client stub.

Contemporary remote procedure calls utilize stub files to generate and transport messages

which carry the parameters from the client to the server, and then carry the results back to

the client. These stub files are generated by a compiler, and can demand large amounts of
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code. In some computer systems, such as personal computers, stub files which demand

large amounts of code may cause the speed of procedure execution to decrease due to

paging activity. This undesirable performance degradation caused by the large amounts of

code may noticeably affect the operations in the computer systems. Furthermore, the large

amounts of code required by contemporary stub files results in the consumption of a large

amount of space in memory and direct access storage devices (DASD) within the

computer network. Preferably, as much space as possible in memory and DASD should

be utilized by application programs. Those skilled in the art will recognize that this

optimizes the efficiency and performance of the computer network. Thus, having stub

files consume large amounts of space in memory and DASD limits the performance

potential of a computer network. It would therefore be desirable to reduce the size of stub

files in a computer network which utilizes remote procedure calls. This would have the

desirable effect of increasing the efficiency, space utilization and performance of the

computer network.

Topic : Distributed Program Generation (Rpcgen Example)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Remote procedure call method

 Highlight Distributed Program Generation

 Explain Rpcgen

Definition/Overview:

Remote procedure calls allow for communication between application programs across a

computer network. When a remote procedure is invoked, parameters are passed across the

computer network to the application program which will execute the procedure. When the

procedure finishes and produces its results, the results are then passed back to the calling

application program, where execution of the calling application program resumes. Typically,
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the calling application program is called the client, and the application program which

executes the procedure is called the server. As used herein, the term procedure will be used in

a generic sense; program segments which are referred to in particular instances as procedures,

functions, and subroutines will all be referred to herein as procedures.

Key Points:

1. Remote procedure call method

A computer network includes a client and a server which are preferably independently

operable computers that cooperate to perform different procedures of an application

program. The server executes its procedure in response to a remote procedure call

transmitted over the computer network from the client. The remote procedure call

typically includes one or more data structures or parameters used as arguments for

executing the remote procedure. The server receives the remote procedure call at an RPC

buffer. In accordance with the present invention, the server interprets the parameters

while the remote procedure call resides in the RPC buffer whenever the selected format of

the parameters of the remote procedure call matches the data structure format processed

by the server.

2. Distributed Program Generation

Inference of large phylogenetic trees using statistical methods is computationally

extremely expensive. Thus, progress is primarily achieved via algorithmic innovation

rather than by brute-force allocation of available computational ressources. We describe

simple heuristics which yield accurate trees for synthetic (simulated) as well as real data

and significantly improve execution time. The heuristics are implemented in a sequential

program (RAxML) and a novel non-deterministic distributed algorithm (DRAxML

home). We implemented an MPI-based and a http-based distributed prototype of this

algorithm and used DRAxML home to infer trees comprising 1000 and 2025 organisms

on LINUX PC clusters. Software generation in the OORHS (object-oriented reciprocative

hypercomputing system) is user-transparent. It addresses the issue of ease of use by

minimizing the number of steps leading to a programming solution. The OORHS requires

from the user only a high level APPL program, which is, in effect, a specification. For

every APPL program, the system automatically performs all the necessary distributed
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computing steps. The precompiler, based on the object-oriented paradigm, instantiates the

encapsulated program objects embedded in an APPL program. These program objects are

distributed at the source level. They are compiled and then executed at the allocated sites.

This unique approach, known as local compilation, eliminates the need to store the

compilers used by other machines locally. It enhances the compatibility between the

compiled program and the host processor. The precompiler generates a program objects

dictionary for every APPL program.

3. Illustrate Rpcgen

A novel approach to automating test data generation for distributed programs is

presented. The approach is based on actual execution of the program under test, a run-

time scheduler, function minimization methods, and dynamic dataflow analysis. Test data

are developed for the program using actual values of the input variables. When the

program is executed, the program execution flow is monitored. If during program

execution an undesirable execution flow is observed then function minimization search

algorithms are used to automatically locate the values of input variables for which the

selected path is traversed. In addition, dynamic dataflow analysis is used to determine

those input variables responsible for the undesirable program behavior.

RPCGEN creates stubs based on information contained within an IDL file. This file is

written in a language called RPCL - remote procedure call language. This language

closely mimics C in style, and is designed purely for defining specification to be used for

ONC RPC. An RPC specification contains a number of definitions. These definitions are

used by RPCGEN to create a header file for use by both the client and server, and client

and server stubs.

Topic : Network File System Concepts (Nfs)
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Aspects of file systems

 Evaluate Metadata

 Highlight Hierarchical file systems

 Define Types of file systems

 Describe Special purpose file systems

 Analyze File systems and operating systems

 Elaborate Data retrieval process

Definition/Overview:

File System: In computing, a file system (often also written as filesystem) is a method for

storing and organizing computer files and the data they contain to make it easy to find and

access them. File systems may use a data storage device such as a hard disk or CD-ROM and

involve maintaining the physical location of the files, they might provide access to data on a

file server by acting as clients for a network protocol (e.g., NFS, SMB, or 9P clients), or they

may be virtual and exist only as an access method for virtual data (e.g., procfs). It is

distinguished from a directory service and registry. More formally, a file system is a special-

purpose database for the storage, organization, manipulation, and retrieval of data.

Key Points:

1. Aspects of file systems

Most file systems make use of an underlying data storage device that offers access to an

array of fixed-size blocks, sometimes called sectors, generally a power of 2 in size (512

bytes or 1, 2, or 4 KiB are most common). The file system software is responsible for

organizing these sectors into files and directories, and keeping track of which sectors

belong to which file and which are not being used. Most file systems address data in

fixed-sized units called "clusters" or "blocks" which contain a certain number of disk

sectors (usually 1-64). This is the smallest amount of disk space that can be allocated to

hold a file. However, file systems need not make use of a storage device at all. A file
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system can be used to organize and represent access to any data, whether it be stored or

dynamically generated (e.g., procfs).

Whether the file system has an underlying storage device or not, file systems typically

have directories which associate file names with files, usually by connecting the file name

to an index in a file allocation table of some sort, such as the FAT in a DOS file system,

or an inode in a Unix-like file system. Directory structures may be flat, or allow

hierarchies where directories may contain subdirectories. In some file systems, file names

are structured, with special syntax for filename extensions and version numbers. In

others, file names are simple strings, and per-file metadata is stored elsewhere.

2. Metadata

Other bookkeeping information is typically associated with each file within a file system.

The length of the data contained in a file may be stored as the number of blocks allocated

for the file or as an exact byte count. The time that the file was last modified may be

stored as the file's timestamp. Some file systems also store the file creation time, the time

it was last accessed, and the time that the file's meta-data was changed. (Note that many

early PC operating systems did not keep track of file times.) Other information can

include the file's device type (e.g., block, character, socket, subdirectory, etc.), its owner

user-ID and group-ID, and its access permission settings (e.g., whether the file is read-

only, executable, etc.). Arbitrary attributes can be associated on advanced file systems,

such as XFS, ext2/ext3, some versions of UFS, and HFS+, using extended file attributes.

This feature is implemented in the kernels of Linux, FreeBSD and Mac OS X operating

systems, and allows metadata to be associated with the file at the file system level. This,

for example, could be the author of a document, the character encoding of a plain-text

document, or a checksum.

3. Hierarchical file systems

The hierarchical file system was an early research interest of Dennis Ritchie of Unix

fame; previous implementations were restricted to only a few levels, notably the IBM

implementations, even of their early databases like IMS. After the success of Unix,
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Ritchie extended the file system concept to every object in his later operating system

developments, such as Plan 9 and Inferno. Traditional file systems offer facilities to

create, move and delete both files and directories. They lack facilities to create additional

links to a directory (hard links in Unix), rename parent links (".." in Unix-like OS), and

create bidirectional links to files. Traditional file systems also offer facilities to truncate,

append to, create, move, delete and in-place modify files. They do not offer facilities to

prepend to or truncate from the beginning of a file, let alone arbitrary insertion into or

deletion from a file. The operations provided are highly asymmetric and lack the

generality to be useful in unexpected contexts. For example, interprocess pipes in Unix

have to be implemented outside of the file system because the pipes concept does not

offer truncation from the beginning of files.

4. Types of file systems

File system types can be classified into disk file systems, network file systems and special

purpose file systems.

4.1. Disk file systems

A disk file system is a file system designed for the storage of files on a data storage

device, most commonly a disk drive, which might be directly or indirectly connected

to the computer. Examples of disk file systems include FAT (FAT12, FAT16, FAT32,

exFAT), NTFS, HFS and HFS+, HPFS, ext2, ext3, ext4, ISO 9660, ODS-5, ZFS and

UDF. Some disk file systems are journaling file systems or versioning file systems.

4.2. Flash file systems

A flash file system is a file system designed for storing files on flash memory devices.

These are becoming more prevalent as the number of mobile devices is increasing,

and the capacity of flash memories increase.

4.3. Database file systems
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A new concept for file management is the concept of a database-based file system.

Instead of, or in addition to, hierarchical structured management, files are identified

by their characteristics, like type of file, topic, author, or similar metadata.

4.5. Transactional file systems

Each disk operation may involve changes to a number of different files and disk

structures. In many cases, these changes are related, meaning that it is important that

they all be executed at the same time. Take for example a bank sending another bank

some money electronically. The bank's computer will "send" the transfer instruction

to the other bank and also update its own records to indicate the transfer has occurred.

If for some reason the computer crashes before it has had a chance to update its own

records, then on reset, there will be no record of the transfer but the bank will be

missing some money. Transaction processing introduces the guarantee that at any

point while it is running, a transaction can either be finished completely or reverted

completely (though not necessarily both at any given point). This means that if there

is a crash or power failure, after recovery, the stored state will be consistent. (Either

the money will be transferred or it will not be transferred, but it won't ever go missing

"in transit".) This type of file system is designed to be fault tolerant, but may incur

additional overhead to do so. Journaling file systems are one technique used to

introduce transaction-level consistency to filesystem structures.

4.6. Network file systems

A network file system is a file system that acts as a client for a remote file access

protocol, providing access to files on a server. Examples of network file systems

include clients for the NFS, AFS, SMB protocols, and file-system-like clients for FTP

and WebDAV.

5. Special purpose file systems

A special purpose file system is basically any file system that is not a disk file system or

network file system. This includes systems where the files are arranged dynamically by

software, intended for such purposes as communication between computer processes or

temporary file space. Special purpose file systems are most commonly used by file-
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centric operating systems such as Unix. Examples include the procfs (/proc) file system

used by some Unix variants, which grants access to information about processes and other

operating system features. Deep space science exploration craft, like Voyager I & II used

digital tape-based special file systems. Most modern space exploration craft like Cassini-

Huygens used Real-time operating system file systems or RTOS influenced file systems.

The Mars Rovers are one such example of an RTOS file system, important in this case

because they are implemented in flash memory. Crash counting is a feature of a file

system designed as an alternative tojournaling. It is claimed[who?] that it maintains

consistency across crashes without the code complexity of implementing journaling.

6. File systems and operating systems

Most operating systems provide a file system, as a file system is an integral part of any

modern operating system. Early microcomputer operating systems' only real task was file

management a fact reflected in their names (see DOS). Some early operating systems had

a separate component for handling file systems which was called a disk operating system.

On some microcomputers, the disk operating system was loaded separately from the rest

of the operating system. On early operating systems, there was usually support for only

one, native, unnamed file system; for example, CP/M supports only its own file system,

which might be called "CP/M file system" if needed, but which didn't bear any official

name at all. Because of this, there needs to be an interface provided by the operating

system software between the user and the file system. This interface can be textual (such

as provided by a command line interface, such as the Unix shell, or OpenVMS DCL) or

graphical (such as provided by a graphical user interface, such as file browsers). If

graphical, the metaphor of the folder, containing documents, other files, and nested

folders is often used (see also: directory and folder).

7. Data retrieval process

The operating system calls on the IFS (Installable File System) manager. The IFS calls on

the correct FSD (File System Driver) in order to open the selected file from a choice of

four FSDs that work with different storage systemsNTFS, VFAT, CDFS (for optical

drives), and Network. The FSD gets the location on the disk for the first cluster of the file

from the FAT (File Allocation Table), FAT32, VFAT (Virtual File Allocation Table), or,

in the case of Windows NT based, the MFT (Master File Table). In short, the whole point
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of the FAT, FAT32, VFAT, or MFT is to map out all the files on the disk and record

where they are located (which track and sector of the disk).

Topic : Network File System Protocols (Nfs, Mount)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain RPC Protocol

 Evaluate Distributed file system

 Highlight Network File System (protocol)

 Elaborate Data Structures and Procedures

 Define Concurrent file updates

Definition/Overview:

File: A file is a container that holds information. Most of the files you use contain

information (data) in some particular formata document, a spreadsheet, a chart. The format is

the particular way the data is arranged inside the file. The format of a file is known as its data

type. When File Manager is in one of its icon-view modes, you can identify the data type of a

file by the icon used to represent the file. Each data type has a different icon. Most

application programs understand a limited number of data types. For example, a document

editor probably cannot read a spreadsheet file. The desktop helps you recognize different

types of files using a data type database. A data type identifies the files of a particular format

and associates them with the appropriate applications. These associations mean you don't

have to remember commands to accomplish frequent tasks. In most cases, when you double-

click a file, the desktop will automatically launch the application that understands that file's

data type. The maximum allowable length of a file name varies from system to system. Some

operating systems do not allow file names longer than 14 characters. If necessary, consult

with your system administrator.
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Key Points:

1. RPC Protocol

Every Linux filesystem implements a basic set of common concepts derivated from the

Unix operating system : files are represented by inodes, directories are simply files

containing a list of entries and devices can be accessed by requesting I/O on special files.

2. Distributed file system

In computing, a distributed file system allows access to files located on another remote

host as though working on the actual host computer. This makes it possible for multiple

users on multiple machines to share files and storage resources. The client nodes do not

have direct access to the underlying block storage but interact over the network using a

protocol. This makes it possible to restrict access to the file system depending on access

lists or capabilities on both the servers and the clients, depending on how the protocol is

designed. In contrast, in a shared disk file systems all nodes have equal access to the

block storage where the file system is located. On these systems the access control must

reside on the client. Distributed file systems may include facilities for transparent

replication and fault tolerance. That is, when a limited number of nodes in a file system

go offline, the system continues to work without any data loss. The difference between a

distributed file system and a distributed data store can be vague, but DFSes are generally

geared towards use on local area networks.

3. Network File System (protocol)

Network File System (NFS) is a network file system protocol originally developed by

Sun Microsystems in 1984,allowing a user on a client computer to access files over a

network as easily as if the network devices were attached to its local disks. NFS, like

many other protocols, builds on the Open Network Computing Remote Procedure Call

(ONC RPC) system. The Network File System is an open standard defined in RFCs,

allowing anyone to implement the protocol. The implementation details are defined in

RFC 1094. Sun used version 1 only for in-house experimental purposes. When the

development team added substantial changes to NFS version 1 and released it outside of

Sun, they decided to release the new version as v2, so that version interoperate and RPC
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version fallback could be tested. Version 2 of the protocol (defined in RFC 1094, March

1989) originally operated entirely over UDP. Its designers meant to keep the protocol

stateless, with locking (for example) implemented outside of the core protocol. People

involved in the creation of NFS version 2 include Rusty Sandberg, Bob Lyon, Bill Joy,

and Steve Kleiman.

4. Data Structures and Procedures

NFSv4.1 adds the Parallel NFS (pNFS) capability, which enables data access parallelism.

The NFSv4.1 protocol defines a method of separating the filesystem meta-data from the

location of the file data; it goes beyond the simple name/data separation by striping the

data amongst a set of data servers. This is different from the traditional NFS server which

holds the names of files and their data under the single umbrella of the server. There

exists products which are multi-node NFS servers, but the participation of the client in

separation of meta-data and data is limited. The NFSv4.1 client can be enabled to be a

direct participant in the exact location of file data and avoid solitary interaction with the

single NFS server when moving data. The NFSv4.1 pNFS server is a collection of server

resources or components; these are assumed to be controlled by the meta-data server. The

pNFS client still accesses a single meta-data server for traversal or interaction with the

namespace; when the client moves data to and from the server it may be directly

interacting with the set of data servers belonging to the pNFS server collection.

5. Concurrent file updates

Concurrency control is a big and important issue nowadays as more than two persons

accessing the same files and wants to update it. A network file system should allow

multiple client processes on multiple machines to access and update the same files. Hence

updates to the file from one client should not interfere with access and updates from other

clients. Concurrency control or locking may be either built into the file system or be

provided by an add-on protocol. The most important performance measurement of a

network file system is the amount of time needed to satisfy service requests. In

conventional systems, this time consists of a disk-access time and a small amount of

CPU-processing time. But in a network file system, a remote access has additional

overhead due to the distributed structure. This includes the time to deliver the request to a

server, the time to deliver the response to the client, and for each direction, a CPU
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overhead of running the communication protocol software. The performance of a network

file system can be viewed as one dimension of its transparency: ideally, it would be

comparable to that of a conventional file system.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
A Telnet Client (Program Structure)

A Telnet Client (Implementation Details)

Streaming Audio And Video Transport (Rtp Concept And Design)

Streaming Audio And Video Transport (Example Rtp Implementation)

Practical Hints And Techniques For Linux Servers

Deadlock And Starvation In Client-Server Systems

Topic : A Telnet Client (Program Structure)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain A TELNET Client Algorithm

 Identify Protocol details

 Point out Security

 Illustrate Telnet Client

Definition/Overview:

Telnet: Telnet (Telecommunication network) is a network protocol used on the Internet or

local area network (LAN) connections. It was developed in 1969 beginning with RFC 15 and

standardized as IETF STD 8, one of the first Internet standards. Typically, Telnet provides

access to a command-line interface on a remote machine. The term telnet also refers to

software which implements the client part of the protocol. Telnet clients are available for
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virtually all computer platforms. Most network equipment and OSes with a TCP/IP stack

support some kind of Telnet service server for their remote configuration (including ones

based on Windows NT). Because of security issues with Telnet, its use has waned in favor of

SSH for remote access.

Key Points:

1. A TELNET Client Algorithm

"To telnet" is also used as a verb, meaning to establish an interactive connection with the

Telnet protocol. For example, a common directive might be: "To change your password,

telnet to the server, login and run the passwd command." Most often, a user will be

telnetting to a Unix-like server system or a network device such as a router and obtain a

login prompt to a command line text interface or a character-based full-screen manager.

On many systems, a Telnet client application may also be used to make interactive raw-

TCP sessions. It is commonly believed that a Telnet session which does not use the IAC

(character 255) is functionally identical. This is not the case however due to special NVT

(Network Virtual Terminal) rules such as the requirement for a bare CR (ASCII 13) to be

followed by a NULL (ASCII 0).

2. Protocol details

Telnet is a client-server protocol, based on a reliable connection-oriented transport.

Typically this protocol is used to establish a connection to TCP port 23, where a getty-

equivalent program (telnetd) is listening, although Telnet predates TCP/IP and was

originally run on NCP. Before March 5th, 1973, Telnet was an ad-hoc protocol with no

official definition . Essentially, it used an 8-bit channel to exchange 7-bit ASCII data.

Any byte with the high bit set was a special Telnet character. On March 5th, 1973, a

meeting was held at UCLAwhere "New Telnet" was defined in two NIC documents:

Telnet Protocol Specification, NIC #15372, and Telnet Option Specifications, NIC

#15373. This new protocol, and not the old telnet protocol is what continues in use today.

The protocol has many extensions, some of which have been adopted as Internet

standards. IETF standards STD 27 through STD 32 define various extensions, most of

which are extremely common. Other extensions are on the IETF standards track as

proposed standards.
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3. Security

When Telnet was initially developed in 1969, most users of networked computers were in

the computer departments of academic institutions, or at large private and government

research facilities. In this environment, security was not nearly as much of a concern as it

became after the bandwidth explosion of the 1990s. The rise in the number of people with

access to the Internet, and by extension, the number of people attempting to crack other

people's servers made encrypted alternatives much more of a necessity. Experts in

computer security, such as SANS Institute, and the members of the

comp.os.linux.security newsgroup recommend that the use of Telnet for remote logins

should be discontinued under all normal circumstances, for the following reasons:

 Dioecious - having unisexual reproductive units with male and female plants. (flowers,

conifer cones, or functionally equivalent structures) occurring on different individuals; from

Greek for "two households". Individual plants are not called dioecious: they are either

gynoecious (female plants) or androecious (male plants).

 Telnet, by default, does not encrypt any data sent over the connection (including passwords),

and so it is often practical to eavesdrop on the communications and use the password later for

malicious purposes; anybody who has access to a router, switch, hub or gateway located on

the network between the two hosts where Telnet is being used can intercept the packets

passing by and obtain login and password information (and whatever else is typed) with any

of several common utilities like tcpdump and Wireshark.

 Most implementations of Telnet have no authentication that would ensure communication is

carried out between the two desired hosts and not intercepted in the middle.

 Commonly used Telnet daemons have several vulnerabilities discovered over the years.

These security-related shortcomings have seen the usage of the Telnet protocol drop

rapidly, especially on the public Internet, in favor of the ssh protocol, first released in

1995. SSH provides much of the functionality of telnet, with the addition of strong

encryption to prevent sensitive data such as passwords from being intercepted, and public

key authentication, to ensure that the remote computer is actually who it claims to be. As

has happened with other early Internet protocols, extensions to the Telnet protocol

provide TLS security and SASL authentication that address the above issues. However,

most Telnet implementations do not support these extensions; and there has been

relatively little interest in implementing these as SSH is adequate for most purposes. The
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main advantage of TLS-Telnet would be the ability to use certificate-authority signed

server certificates to authenticate a server host to a client that does not yet have the server

key stored. In SSH, there is a weakness in that the user must trust the first session to a

host when it has not yet acquired the server key.

4. Telnet Client

In client/server computing, you need to be able to send data to and receive data from a

host. To do this, a general terminal or a terminal emulator is normally used. Naturally, the

terminal or the PC that is running a terminal emulator must be connected to the server or

mainframe computer, because otherwise data transmission would not be possible. To

connect the terminal to the server, there are various different methods that can be used.

Among these methods are serial cables, modems and existing networks. For a long time,

the most common network connection method was Telnet, a standard protocol for

connecting two different computers. With Telnet, you can connect to the server, input

commands, and run programs. Nevertheless, Telnet has one major drawback: all data is

exchanged without any form of encryption. In a corporate environment where LAN

cables and infrastructure are controlled by the owners, Telnet may well be sufficient.

However, it can present a serious security risk when transmitting over a wide area or

using public lines. When you're using Telnet, anybody with some network knowledge and

tools can monitor the data exchange, even gaining access to details like usernames and

passwords. For this reason, SSH (Secure Shell) is usually a better alternative nowadays.

Topic : A Telnet Client (Implementation Details)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain FSM Action Procedures

 Define Option Subnegotiation
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Definition/Overview:

Axessh is a SSH client. It is a superb terminal emulator/telnet client for Windows. It provides

SSH capabilities to Axessh without sacrificing any of existing functionality. SSH is the

industry standard for remote logins. ssh ssh client terminal emulator telnet client 3des

blowfish des rc4 ssh2 ssh client windows secure connections remote systems.

Key Points:

1. FSM Action Procedures

Absolute Telnet includes the Telnet, SSH1, and SSH2 protocols in an application that

contains the best feature set of any program in its class. AbsoluteTelnet provides

absolutely the fastest and most accurate software terminal emulations ever built, including

VT52, VT100, VT220, VT320, XTERM, QNX, ANSI, and SCO-ANSI. Packed with

connectivity options such as Telnet, SSH1, SSH2, dialup, and COM ports, this terminal

can connect to practically anything. A tight integration with Windows Explorer gives

AbsoluteTelnet a look and feel that you'll immediately find comfortable and familiar,

while encryption options such as Blowfish, Twofish, AES, Arcfour, 3DES, Cast128,

IDEA, and RC4 give you the maximum security you desire in today's insecure Internet.

AbsoluteTelnet was written from the ground up as a 32-bit multithreaded application that

performs at a blistering pace in Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, 2000, and XP. Socks proxy

gives you the flexibility to connect in any environemnt, and the xmodem, ymodem, and

zmodem protocols give you the file transfer capabilities you demand!! Other features

include port forwarding, X11 forwarding, session logging, XTERM mouse, Passthru

printing, UTF8, intuitive scrolling, Color/Font settings, and a full range of international

character set translations.

2. Option Subnegotiation

Plaintiffs originally brought this action individually against defendants. Plaintiffs now

request that this matter be certified as a class action.As the basis for this request, plaintiffs

assert that this case was filed at a time when all 19 plaintiffs were residing on the island

of Pohnpei. However, since that time, all but two of the plaintiffs have returned home to

the Philippines. Plaintiffs propose that the two remaining plaintiffs, Reynoaldo Comunias
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and Diosdado Valencia, be designated as the class representative plaintiffs, because the

claims of these two plaintiffs are typical of the claims of all. It is arguable, with respect to

the instant plaintiffs, that there are questions of law or fact common to the class, that the

claims of each of the two proposed class representatives are the same except in the

amount of damages claimed, and that the two proposed representative plaintiffs would

fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class. However, the Court need not

address these prerequisites, because plaintiffs must meet all four of the criteria, and the

Court finds that plaintiffs have not satisfied the numerosity requirement. Rule 36 of the

FSM Rules of Civil Procedure states that: "Each matter [of which an admission is

requested] is admitted unless, within 30 days after service of the request, or within such

shorter or longer time as the Court may allow, the party to whom the request is directed

serves upon the party requesting the admission a written answer or objection... " FSM

Civ. R. 36(a). The language of the rule is clear and unambiguous. Although the Court

may allow for an enlargement or a restriction of the time in which to respond to a request

for admissions, a complete failure to respond within that allotted time constitutes an

admission. The rule does not require that the requesting party move for a declaration by

the Court that the matters are deemed admitted; rather, the admission is automatic.

Although this Court has had no prior opportunity to comment on Rule 36, it is modeled

on Rule 36 of the United States Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which this Court has

adopted virtually word for word. Thus, the analysis of the rule in the courts of the United

States can help guide our interpretation in this jurisdiction as well. Cf. Andohn v. FSM, 1

FSM Intrm. 433, 441 (App. 1984); FSM v. Ponape Builders Constr. Inc., 2 FSM Intrm.

48, 52. In the extensive American jurisprudence regarding Rule 36, the prevailing rule is

that if a party fails to timely answer a request for admissions, the requested items are

deemed admitted, even when the matters in question are material facts that conclusively

establish or preclude a claim. In the present case, the defendants completely failed to

respond to the plaintiffs' request for admission, even after having been granted an

extension of time. We see no reason that such a failure should not be regarded as an

admission upon which the plaintiffs could fully rely in preparing their case for trial.

Topic : Streaming Audio And Video Transport (Rtp Concept And Design)
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Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain Streaming Service

 Highlight Real-Time Delivery

Definition/Overview:

The Audio/Video Transport Working Group was formed to specify a protocol for real-time

transmission of audio and video over unicast and multicast UDP/IP. This is the Real-time

Transport Protocol, RTP, together with its associated profiles and payload formats. The

current aims of the working group are to review and revise existing payload formats to

advance those which are useful to Draft Standard, and to declare others as Historic.

Milestones will be established as a champion for each payload format is identified. And to

develop payload formats for new media codecs, and to document best-current practices in

payload format design. The group continues to be precluded from work on codecs themselves

because of overlap with the other standards bodies, and because the IETF does not have the

ability to effectively review new codecs. An exception was made for the freeware iLBC

codec on a highly experimental basis, but acceptance of new codec work is unexpected and

subject to rechartering.

Key Points:

1. Streaming Service

The Real-time Transport Protocol (or RTP) defines a standardized packet format for

delivering audio and video over the Internet. It was developed by the Audio-Video

Transport Working Group of the IETF and first published in 1996 as RFC 1889, and

superseded by RFC 3550 in 2003. RTP is frequently used in streaming media systems

(together with the RTSP) as well as in videoconferencing and push to talk systems. For

these it carries media streams controlled by H.323, MGCP, or Session Initiation Protocol

(SIP) signaling protocols, making it one of the technical foundations of the Voice over IP

industry. RTP is usually used in conjunction with the Real-time Transport Control
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Protocol (RTCP). While RTP carries the media streams (e.g., audio and video) or out-of-

band signaling (DTMF), RTCP is used to monitor transmission statistics and quality of

service QoS information. When used in conjunction, RTP is usually originated and

received on even port numbers, whereas RTCP uses the next higher odd port number.

RTP was originally designed as a multicast protocol, but has since been applied in many

unicast applications. For host-to-host transport, RTP and RTCP use the User Datagram

Protocol (UDP) predominantly, although other Transport Layer protocols, in particular

Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) and Stream Control Transmission

Protocol (SCTP) may be used because of their congestion control mechanisms.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has been documented for RTP usage, but is rarely

deployed in such applications. Applications using RTP are less sensitive to packet loss,

but typically very sensitive to delays resulting from network latency, so UDP is a better

choice than TCP for such applications.

2. Real-Time Delivery

RTP is usually transmitted in packet sizes of multiples of 10 ms duration, but packets can

be as small as 5 ms with some 16 kHz voice encoders. This results in a relatively large

ratio of the size of the sum of RTP, UDP and IP headers and the size of the actual media

data carried in a single packet. Efforts exist in Compressed RTP (CRTP) which reduces

the size of the IP, UDP and RTP headers (RFC 2509). It is primarily used for reliable and

fast point-to-point links, but it can be problematic in other applications. Therefore,

Enhanced CRTP (ECRTP) was defined. Especially in VoIP over wireless applications,

headers are significantly larger than the payload. The Robust Header Compression

(ROHC) specified in RFC 3095 seems to be an increasingly deployed method for better

efficiency. There are currently two ROHC profiles defined for the compression of

IP/UDP/RTP traffic. The original definition in RFC 3095, and a recently published RFC

522. The timestamp reflects the sampling instant of the first data in the RTP data packet.

The sampling instant MUST be derived from a clock that increments monotonically and

linearly in time to allow synchronization and jitter calculations. The resolution of the

clock MUST be sufficient for the desired synchronization accuracy and for measuring

packet arrival jitter (one tick per video frame is typically not sufficient). The clock

frequency is dependent on the format of data carried as payload and is specified statically
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in the profile or payload format specification that defines the format, or MAY be

specified dynamically for payload formats defined through non-RTP means. If RTP

packets are generated periodically, the nominal sampling instant as determined from the

sampling clock is to be used, not a reading of the system clock.By default the value is 0

which means it is infinite.

Topic : Streaming Audio And Video Transport (Example Rtp Implementation)

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Explain MPEG transport stream

 Highlight Program Architecture

Definition/Overview:

Transport stream (TS, TP, MPEG-TS, or M2T) is a communications protocol for audio,

video, and data which is specified in MPEG-2 Part 1, Systems (ISO/IEC standard 13818-1).

It is also known as ITU-T Rec. H.222.0. Its design goal is to allow multiplexing of digital

video and audio and to synchronize the output. Transport stream offers features for error

correction for transportation over unreliable media, and is used in broadcast applications such

as DVB and ATSC. It is contrasted with program stream, designed for more reliable media

such as DVDs. TS format is a container format that encapsulates packetized elementary

streams and other data.

Key Points:

1. MPEG transport stream

A packet is the basic unit of data in a transport stream. It consists of a sync byte, whose

value is 0x47, followed by three one-bit flags and a 13-bit Packet Identifier (PID). This is

followed by a 4-bit continuity counter. Additional optional transport fields, as signaled in
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the optional adaptation field, may follow. The rest of the packet consists of payload.

Packets are 188 bytes in length , but the communication medium may add some error

correction bytes to the packet. DVB-ASI uses 204 bytes and ATSC 208 bytes as transport

stream packet. (DVB t=8 and ATSC t=10 i.e. extra bytes = 2*t). ATSC transmission adds

20 bytes of Reed-Solomon forward error correction to create a packet that is 208 bytes

long . The 188-byte packet size was originally chosen for compatibility with ATM

systems . Transport stream has a concept of programs. A single program is described by a

Program Map Table (PMT) which has a unique PID, and the elementary streams

associated with that program have PIDs listed in the PMT. For instance, a transport

stream used in digital television might contain three programs, to represent three

television channels. Suppose each channel consists of one video stream, one or two audio

streams, and any necessary metadata. A receiver wishing to decode a particular "channel"

merely has to decode the payloads of each PID associated with its program. It can discard

the contents of all other PIDs.

2. Program Architecture

To assist the decoder in presenting programs on time, at the right speed, and with

synchronization, programs usually periodically provide a Program Clock Reference, or

PCR, on one of the PIDs in the program. This is also known as the master clock. Timing

in MPEG2 references this clock, for example the presentation time stamp (PTS) is

relative to the PCR. The first 33 bits is based on a 90kHz clock, incremented for each

Hertz or cycle. The 9-bit extension is based on a 27MHz clock. Transport Stream was

designed for tape and broadcast, but it required modifications for usage with random-

access media devices like new generation of digital camcorders that record onto DVD

disks, Blu-ray disks, hard drives or solid-state memory cards. Random-access based

systems may save data packets into a temporary buffer if a storage device is not ready, for

example on device startup. Packets are written out of order, and to keep track of them, a

4-byte timecode (TC) is added to standard 188-byte packets. The result is a 192-byte

packet. This is what is informally called M2TS stream. Sony calls it "BDAV MPEG-2

transport stream". JVC calls it TOD (possibly an abbreviation for "Transport stream on

media") when used in HDD-based camcorders like GZ-HD7. M2TS transport stream is

also used for AVCHD video files, which often have MTS extension.
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Topic : Practical Hints And Techniques For Linux Servers

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Linux Virtual Server

 Learn about Design

 Evaluate User interface

Definition/Overview:

Linux and IBM have partnered to drive the open standards revolution, moving business

beyond the limits of proprietary software and hardware solutions. The entire IBM Systems

product line is Linux enabled, making it easy for any size business to take advantage of the

power of open standards. And because Linux is an open operating system it benefits from a

broad developer base, making it one of the fastest growing operating systems in the world. To

simplify your business even further, Linux supports greater and growing interoperability

between diverse software and hardware technologies, which leads to a reduction in IT

management costs.

Key Points:

1. Linux Virtual Server

Linux Virtual Server (LVS) is an advanced load balancing solution for Linux systems. It

is an open source project started by Wensong Zhang in May 1998. The mission of the

project is to build a high-performance and highly available server for Linux using

clustering technology, which provides good scalability, reliability and serviceability. The

major work of the LVS project is now to develop advanced IP load balancing software

(IPVS), application-level load balancing software (KTCPVS), and cluster management

components.
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 IPVS: is an advanced IP load balancing software implemented inside the Linux kernel. The

IP Virtual Server code was already included into the standard Linux kernel 2.4 and 2.6.

 KTCPVS: implements application-level load balancing inside the Linux kernel, currently

under development.

Users can use the LVS solutions to build highly scalable and highly available network

services, such as web, email, media services and VoIP services, and integrate scalable

network services into large-scale reliable e-commerce or e-government applications.

2. Design

A Linux-based system is a modular Unix-like operating system. It derives much of its

basic design from principles established in Unix during the 1970s and 1980s. Such a

system uses a monolithic kernel, the Linux kernel, which handles process control,

networking, and peripheral and file system access. Device drivers are integrated directly

with the kernel. Separate projects that interface with the kernel provide much of the

system's higher-level functionality. The GNU userland is an important part of most

Linux-based systems, providing the most common implementation of the C library, a

popular shell, and many of the common Unix tools which carry out many basic operating

system tasks. The graphical user interface on most Linux systems is based on the X

Window System.

3. User interface

A Linux-based system can be controlled by one or more of a text-based command line

interface (CLI), graphical user interface (GUI) (usually the default for desktop), or

through controls on the device itself (common on embedded machines). On desktop

machines, KDE, GNOME and Xfce are the most popular user interfaces, though a variety

of other user interfaces exist. Most popular user interfaces run on top of the X Window

System (X), which provides network transparency, enabling a graphical application

running on one machine to be displayed and controlled from another. Other GUIs include

X window managers such as FVWM, Enlightenment and Window Maker. The window

manager provides a means to control the placement and appearance of individual

application windows, and interacts with the X window system. A Linux system typically

provides a CLI of some sort through a shell, which is the traditional way of interacting
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with a Unix system. A Linux distribution specialized for servers may use the CLI as its

only interface. A headless system run without even a monitor can be controlled by the

command line via a remote-control protocol such as SSH or telnet. Most low-level Linux

components, including the GNU Userland, use the CLI exclusively. The CLI is

particularly suited for automation of repetitive or delayed tasks, and provides very simple

inter-process communication. A graphical terminal emulator program is often used to

access the CLI from a Linux desktop.

Topic : Deadlock And Starvation In Client-Server Systems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define Overview

 Highlight Deadlock Detection

 Explain Distributed Deadlock Detection

Definition/Overview:

Deadlocks are a common type of faults in distributed programs.To detect deadlocks in a

distributed program P one approach is to construct the reachability graph (RG) of P which

contains all possible states of P Since the size of RG (P) is an exponential function of the

number of processes in P the use of RGs for deadlock detection has limted success.In this

paper, we show an efficient technique for deadlock analysis of client/server programs with

two-way communication, where the server and clients ommunicate through channels

supporting synchronous message-passing.We consider client/server programs in which the
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server saves the IDs of some lients for future communication.For such a program, we

describe how to construct its abstract client/server reachability graph (ACSRG), which

contains significantly less number of global states than the corresponding RG.One example is

that for a solution to the gas station problem with one pump and six customers, its RGhas

25394 states and its ACSRG 74 states.

Key Points:

1. Overview

In computer science, deadlock refers to a specific condition when two or more processes

are each waiting for each other to release a resource, or more than two processes are

waiting for resources in a circular chain (see Necessary conditions). Deadlock is a

common problem in multiprocessing where many processes share a specific type of

mutually exclusive resource known as a software, or soft, lock. Computers intended for

the time-sharing and/or real-time markets are often equipped with a hardware lock (or

hard lock) which guarantees exclusive access to processes, forcing serialization.

Deadlocks are particularly troubling because there is no general solution to avoid (soft)

deadlocks. This situation may be likened to two people who are drawing diagrams, with

only one pencil and one ruler between them. If one person takes the pencil and the other

takes the ruler, a deadlock occurs when the person with the pencil needs the ruler and the

person with the ruler needs the pencil, before he can give up the ruler. Both requests can't

be satisfied, so a deadlock occurs. The telecommunications description of deadlock is a

little stronger: deadlock occurs when none of the processes meet the condition to move to

another state (as described in the process's finite state machine) and all the

communication channels are empty. The second condition is often left out on other

systems but is important in the telecommunication context.

2. Deadlock Detection

In Operating Systems a special resource-allocation graph algorithm can be used to detect

whether there is any deadlock in the system. A resource-allocation graph is a directed

graph consisting of two different types of nodes P = P1, P2,..., Pn, the set consisting of all

active processes in the system, and R = R1, R2,..., Rm, the set consisting of all resource

types in the system. A directed edge from process Pi to resource Rj is denoted by Pi $
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\longrightarrow$ Rj and means that process Pi requested an instance resource type Rj, and

is currently waiting for that resource. A directed edge from resource type Rj to process Pi,

is denoted by Rj $ \longrightarrow$ Pi and means that an instance of resource type Rj has

been allocated to process Pi.

3. Distributed Deadlock Detection

Deadlock can occur whenever two or more processes are competing for limited resources

and the processes are allowed to acquire and hold a resource (obtain a lock) thus

preventing others from using the resource while the process waits for other resources.

Two common places where deadlocks may occur are with processes in an operating

system (distributed or centralized) and with transactions in a database. The concepts

discussed here are applicable to any system that allocates resources to processes. Locking

protocols such as the popular Two Phase Locking (see concurrency control) give rise to

deadlock as follows: process A gets a lock on data item X while process B gets a lock on

data item Y.Process A then tries to get a lock on Y.As Y is already locked, process A

enters a blocked state. Process B now decides to get a lock on X, but is blocked. Both

processes are now blocked, and, by the rules of Two Phase Locking, neither will

relinquish their locks. This is a deadlock: process A is waiting for a resource held by

process B and process B is waiting for a resource held by process A. No progress will

take place without outside intervention. Several processes can be involved in a deadlock

when there exists a cycle of processes waiting for each other.
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